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Preface
V
This "book Is "being v/ritten for amateur dramatic or-
ganizations which are still in their infancy. I'^tich of the
information contained in it can "be found in other publica-
tions, hut not in any single puhlicat ion. Parts of it,
such as the appointment of a producer, certain aspects of
scenery construction, and a num.her of suggested methods of
improvisation, are, to the best of the author's laiov/ledge,
original. Many of the other important ideas, while not
com.pletely original, have been ignored entirely or m.erely
m.entioned in passing in other books. Specific references
to sources of additional information are p-iven throughout,
and although no mention has been made of many good ai'thori-
ties, the omission is intentional lest the reader be con-
fused by too many recommendations. Complete details con-
cerning the books mentioned in the text can be found in
the Bibliography.
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CHAPTER I
THE REASON
l?uch has "been written, perhaps far too much, aboTit
the production of plays hy "both professionals and ama-
teurs. The ^creat volume of these writin^^s offers a dis-
couraging prospect to enthusiastic amateurs who are seek-
ing practical gvidance in their efforts to sbage a sucess-
ful play. The greatest problem is one of selection.
V/hich "books are practical? Which books are worthv/hile?
This is an attem.pt at an all-inclusive guide for those
xvho seek the answer to such Questions.
To make use of this "book one does not need tal-
ent. He needs only to retain his enthusiasm, and to use a
modicum of com.mon sense. He need not be a representa-
tive of a v/ealthy dramatic association to vrhich consid-
erations of expense or elaborateness of production
present no obstacles. Perhaps there are such organizations.
I have never had the privilege of being associated with
one; in fact, I have never even hrard of one.
I am writing for the people referred to in
Everym.an^s Drania
.
in particular for the vast majority
who are members of "small obscure clubs":
There are throughout the country countless
Dramatics Groups ranging from small, obsciire clubs
e
to nationally laiown little theatres that conscio-usly
and frankly have as their purpose enjoying themselves
and entertaining their aiidiences through the Fiedi-ain
of the theatre. . . . They have accepted, through an
evol-ationa.ry process, as their primary purpose the
serving of the comriunity with the kind of dra.Fatic
fare it desires and finds otherwise unobto-inatle
,
rather than the "building of a,n ai^dience for a kind
of fare considered culturally salutary," ^
For more than twenty years during my associa,tion
v-ith various organizations dedicated to the purposes
stated above, I have sought a book v/hieh v;ould serve as
a complete grade for the varied efforts of all concerned.
I have never teen able to find it, and I have therefore
determined to write it. "any of my friends with whom I
have been associated on theatrical projects have also
spent hours in libraries seeking the most expert advice
available in order to secure answers to the innum.erable
problems confronting us while engaged in the ^reparation
of a theatrical production. Frequently our search has
not been for the best answer to a particular problem., V/e
have merely been seeking for one solution to our diffi-
culties. The research vrhich I have done in the Torepara-
tion of this work, therefore, has been for the pnrT)ose
of seeking one good solution to each of the most common
oroblems vfhich confront the enthusiastic amateu.r. I do
1 Jean Carter and Jess Ogden, Ever^rman's Drama .
American Association for Adult Education, TTew York, l'^r8.
p. 4C.

3not claim that the ideas v/hich I have to offer are the best
aYallatle, "hv.t I do claim that these ideas are as ^^ood as
or "better than any others which I have "been able to find
in boolcs or which are based on personal experience, I have
tried conscientiously to avoid giving the reader varying
solntions to individual difficulties. If he wishes to
familiarize himself with a number of different m.ethods of
accomplishing any particu.lar ^iob, he must look elsewhere.
For such a one, this book may be of some use still, in that
I have frequently made reference to easily available
sources of additional inf orFiation,
I. PXAIv OF ORCrAITIZATICN
The chapters of this book, following those of a
purely introductory nature, have been planned to give a
consideration to all procedtires which would norm;ally con-
cern an am.ateur dramatic organization from the time the
idea of the organization itself is conceived through the
planning and completion of an actual public presentation.
As nearly as possible the problems are considered in the
order in ^hich they vrould normally occur; for examiple,
the problem of play selection precedes the nuestion of
casting, which in turn precedes the item, of directing.
However, m^any subsequent problems arise concurrently, and
the determination to consider the electrician prior to the
t
4property man or the "business manager is pi-rely artitrary,
A definite attempt has teen made on the part of the
author to avoid the tise cf hijf'hly technical or specialized
terms. On the occasions v;hen it has "been necessary for
clarity to m^a-ke use of terms v'hich mifht "be confusing to
the laym^an, definitions have "been inserted.
e*
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CHAPTER II
IN RETROSPECT
The drama and the theatre are, strangely enoMgh,
tv.'o videly diver^=^ent considerations. This is primarily
a disc-ussion of the theatre. Altho\ifrh there is much prac
tical, down-to-earth detail included throu^ho-ut , the
author has "by no F.eans lost sig:ht of the desirability of
having drama in the theatre. Many amate-ur organizations
have failed l:iecause they hr.ve ifr.ored all theatrical con-
siderations; and many organizations have also failed "be-
cauF^e they ignored all dramiatic considerations. If a
dram.atic organization is to "be of real service to any com.
mimity, it can "become so only hy a m.elding of "both con-
siderations, coupled v/ith a close attention to the public
which is being served.
Luring the years I have follov/ed the theatre as an
avocation, and less frequently as a profession, I have
watched hundreds of people lift themselves, from time to
tim.e, out of their ordinary vmys of life as part of a
group producing a play. I have seen thousands more who
have enriched their lives becai^se they have been given a
chance to see plays v/ith living actors, am.ateurs to be
sure, "bvt am.ateurs more deadly serious in their work
than many professionals. I have no intention of giving
e
7a chronological account of my ovm experiences, bnt I have
inserted v/hatever portion of t'lern seemed to be v.-orthv/hile.
The successes and the failures, the privations and the
innovations, the scrabbles and the accord which I have
v/itnessed or participated in, all have their places herein,
either as a ^ide for what to do or as an indication of
v^hat to avoid.
For bibliographical data, I have depended larp-ely
on the facilities of the Boston Public Library and the
Boston University College of Liberal Arts Library. For
the personal experiences v/hich have inspired this work,
I am indebted to my association at one time or another
v.'ith the or/?anizations listed telov/:
DRAJ^iATIC ORaANIZATIOKS
WITH miCll TEE AUTHOR HAS BEEN ASSOCIATED
The Amateurs
The Am.ateur Theatre Cruild
The Belmont Draratie Cli:.b
The Brookline High School Dramatic Club
The Brunswick Dram.atic Club
The College Piasters, Inc.
The Exeter Players
The Masque and Gown of Bowdoin College
The Fewton Players
The Parish Players
The Theatre in the Vfoods
During the period of m»y association v'ith these
dramatic groups, I have worked in a variety of capacities
including directing, stage designing, producing, lighting.

8bT:.siness mana^reinent
,
acting,— in shorty in every conceivable
^oId, on a ^reat n-u.m"ber of plays of v/idely diver^rent theatri
eal v/orth. A partial list of these plays follov.'s:
PLAYS WITH imiCK THE AUTHOR lUS BEEN
CO^rCSRNED IH THE PRODUCTION
Pull-Length Plays
Ah i e ' 3 Irish Rose
Androcles and the Lion
J_. One
Bah
Eerlceley Souare
Cajvt. A'ople.1ac!k:
Comedy of Errors
Escape
n-hosts
Holiday
J-glius Cr.esar
Kin^ Lear
Merchant of Venice
The Kikado
A I'^iirder Has Been Arran^red
Murray HiIT
Nij?ht mist Fall
The NijP-ht of January 16th
^ficer 66r
The '^ast' of Ann Shrieves
The Perfeci; AlihY
The Play's the Thing
Puehla de Las mjeres
Ri/^oletto
Rip Van V/inkle
The Rom^intic, Youn£; Lady:
Romeo and Juli et
Sams on* 3 RTg.dle
The aecT"nd llan'
Seventeen
The 3 howoff
Sprinprtime for ?Ienry
TomiTiy
Tweedles
Wendy
V/ings Over EuroT)e
Your Uncle Dudley
rc
One-Act Plays
The Bathroom Door
Cabbages
A"ChrisTma3 Carol
The Fing;er of G-od
The Flash
Forty Tlles^ an Hour
The d-allows ^?ite
(TXor 1 a T--un4jf
G-randroa" the Strings
His Best Speller
Rounds of Hate
iJJtLi iTcr^sje with the Tv/isty Windows
He
ITJ'the Shoe Pinches
Land HoJ_
The Maker of ^;;eams
^piiairs
A Mfrht at 'an Inn
On Vengeance H.el^Jht
The Prince Re chants
Since, f^r t^e
'
"lo slinpis.
Six Who Pass While the Lentils Eo
Siibmerj^ed
The Valiant
The Violin Maker of Cremona
Where the Cross is Made
fiTP o^-^ITe -W i s p
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THE IDEA
The idea that the coirimunity in v/hich they live is
starved for drama occurs to many people. The opportunity
for anyone who has such an idea to share his thought with
a friend is the next step, and the spreading of the idea
among other m.utual friends is the third F.ove. It is thus
that most dramatic clubs are born. The next step is the
one v'here too many people go astray: Enthusiasm is fine,
but it F.nst be tempered by sense. Those who would imm.edi-
ately inundate the community with culture, those who view
the theatre as the ideal vehicle for bringing social prob-
lems to the attention of everyone, those who are enthralled
by pageantry and by the spectacular, those who have always
vranted to play Hamlet or Juliet, those v/ho have always
wanted to be end men in a minstrel show, and in general all
who are suffering from a suppressed desire to inflict their
hidden talents on an unsuspecting public without expense to
them.selves—all of these must be firm.ly and definitely r^ut
in their places. This is a delicate job for the ones v.'ith
the idea, for feelings must not be hurt, and any talent,
hov/ever meagre, cannot be ignored.
Any or^ranization, when it is beginning, must take
care not to over-reach itself. It must not try to accom-

plish things beyond the extent of the talent and abilities
at its coimnand. Prior to employing snch talents and abili-
ties in an acttial production, the safest and cheapest meth-
od of procedx)re is to give play readings. I would suggest
the follov/ing method as one which can be used s-uccessfully
in almost any gronp: First a director should be selected
who has some apparent talent for direction. Kext a play
which is likely to appeal to the audience for v-'hom the read
ing is to be given should be chosen. This choice of play
will of necessity depend wvon the availability of copies
either in the local public library, in the possession of
local educational institutions, or owned by other organiza-
tions or individuals who are willing to lend them. The
play should be cast by the director, preferably v;ith the
assistance of one or tv/o persons who are familiar with the
v.'illingness and abilities of the members of the proup.
One rehearsal, prior to the presentation of the
reading, should be sufficient. The director, of course,
must take the trouble to know the play thoroughly so that
he can give a m.inimum. of essential instruction in expres-
sion and absolutely necessary stage business to each of
the readers. Stage properties should be limited to the
bare minimum or omitted. When the reading is actually
presented, the director should, prior to the beginning of
each act, read a description of the stage setting and add
r
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any of his own comments vhich will assist the ai^dience to
siilDstittite their ovm imaginations for realism.. Unless one
has actually v/itnessed a seriously presented play reading of
this sort, it is almost impossible to appreciate how very
effective such a presentation can te. The only way to prove
this point is "by actual experimentation.
The prim.ary purpose of play readings will usually
"be for the en^oym^ent of the group. However, there are a
numher of secondary reasons for such an activity which
should not te ignored. First aTiOng tiiese is the opportun-
ity to discover unsuspected acting talent among members of
the ^'roup. Many v/ho have never acted on the stage in their
lives will dem.onstrate surprising ability in such an infor-
m.al atm.osphere. In addition, the reactions of the audience
should be carefully observed and considered. These reac-
tions will be a definite indication of the type of drama
that can be best presented formally. As a result, it may
be v/oz-thwhile to seek a play of real drar.atic and literary
value, and those who indicate a sense of value and taste
by their com.ments should be enrolled as prospective m.em.bers
of a -nlay reading and selection cor.m:ittee.
After two or three successful readings is time
enough to begin work on a perm.anent "orm of organization.
To begin rith, the officers should be as few in number as
possible, A president and a secretary-treasurer will
4t
FIGURE 1
Example of a Typical Dramatic Club Constitution
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THE CONSTITUTION
OF
The Exeter Players
ADOPTED A\AY 23, 1936
CONSTITUTION
ARTICLE I. Name. The name of this organization shall be THE EXETER
PLAYERS.
ARTICLE n. Purpose. The puppose of the organization shall be twofold;
(1) the public performance of plays and other dramatic productions; (2) the reading
and private performaces of plays for the entertainment of members.
ARTICLE III. Membership. Membership shall be of two classes, Active and
Associate. Active members shall be those who participate or desire to participate
in any of the work relating to the public performance of plays or of other dramatic
productions. Associate members shall be all other members.
Each member shall be entitled to one ticket free of charge to any one performance
of every public production by the organization. All members shall be privileged
to attend all general meetings, business or social, and to vote at all general business
meetings.
ARTICLE IV. Dues. Dues shall be $2.50 per annimi for every member, payable
on or before October 15th. Any person joining the organization on or after March
1st of any one year shall pay for that year dues of i||il.50.
ARTICLE V. Profits. All profits from public performances shall be given to
charity. In the event of dissolution, all moneys belonging to the organization shall
likewise be given to charity.
ARTICLE VI. Officers and Executive Committee. The business of the organi-
zation shall be conducted by its Officers and an Executive Committee. The oflScers
shall be a President, a Corresponding Secretary, a Recordmg Secretary, a Treasurer,
and a Business Manager. The Executive Committee shall consist of these oflBcers
together with six other members.
FIG-URE 1
Example of a Typical Dramatic CIuId Constittition
All oflScers shall be elected by a majority vote at the Annual General Business
Meeting, and shall hold oflSce for one year. Three members of the Executive Com-
mittee shall be elected by a pluraUty vote at the Annual General Business Meeting,
and shall hold office for two years, except that at the Annual General Business Meet-
ing held in 1939, six Committee Members shall be elected, of whom the three receiving
the lowest number of votes shall hold office for only one year. All officers and all
members of the Executive Committee shall be eUgible for re-election. In the event
of any vacancy occurring among the officers or Executive Committee, the Executive
Committee shall appoint a member of the organization to fill the vacancy. If the
vacancy occurs with respect to a Committee member whose term of office extends
beyond the next Annual General Business Meeting, the appointment shall expire
at that meeting, and the vacancy for the remainder of the term shall be fiUed by a
plurality vote of the meeting.
Six members of the Executive Committee shall constitute a quonun for the trans-
action of business.
ARTICLE Vn. General Business Meeting. There shall be an Annual General
Business Meeting at some time in May or June, at which meeting the Recording
Secretary shall present a report, the Treasurer shall present the accounts duly audited,
and elections shall be held in accordance with Article VI.
In addition, the Executive Committee shall call a General Business Meeting
whenever requested in writing to do so by not fewer than ten members.
At least ten daj^' notice, with a statement of business to be transacted, shall be
given of all General Business Meetings.
Twenty-five members of the organization shall constitute a quorum for the trans-
action of business at any General Business Meeting.
ARTICLE Vni. Fiscal Year. The fiscal year shall run from one Annual Gen-
eral Business Meeting to the next. Wherever used in these Articles of Consti-
tution, "year" shall be construed to mean "fiscal year."
ARTICLE IX. Amendment of Constitution. This Constitution may be amended
at any General Business Meeting by a vote of two thirds of the members present.
The wording of the proposed amendment shall be given in the notice of the meeting.
c
probably be s-ufficient. They should have an e^iecntive cor
ffiittee of two or three members to assist them-. The only
permanent committees that need be appointed at fnrst are
one to care for the social arrangem^ents and refreshments
at club meetings, and the one previously mentioned, for the
purpose of play reading and selection.
To put a club such as this on a firm, basis, it is
advisable to charge a sm.all yearly aembership fee, and it
must be a definite responsibility of the club officers to
see to it that the social functions and other necessary
expenses of the organization never leave the treasury v;ith
a deficit. Above all, when an actual public production is
planned, great care should be taken to make certain that
such a production stands on its ovjn feet and does not de-
pend upon the club treasury to make up any loss.
All available local libraries, public and private,
v;ill be the club's greatest asset, but this does not pre-
clude the establishment of the club's own library at the
earliest possible moment. The primary acquisitions for
such a library will be the free or moderately priced cata-
logs of the best-known play publishers, si^ch as Samuel
French, V.'alter Baker, and Longmans G-reen and Company,
v/hose complete addresses can be found in the Biblio^rraphy.
There have been many books published v^r^ich are concerned
v/ith accounts of non-professional theatres actually exist-
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ing in the United States today. For those seriously inter-
ested in finding cut v-hat is "being done elsev/here, for the
purpose of using other organizations as a riOdel, I would
particularly recoP:inend Oliver V., Sayler's Our American
Theatre . This work is definitely divided into sections on
the little theatre, the institutional theatre, the cjvic
theatre, the college theatre, and so forth, so that anyone
seeking a irodel need concern himself only v-ith the section
referring to his own particular type of group. Kenneth
MacG-owan's Footlights Across America is called by the
author an attempt to estimate the extent, nature, and sig-
nificance of the non-comm.ercial theatre in America. For
anyone interested, therefore, in these "broader aspects,
KacG-owan's v/ork is a complete and thorough treatment of
the subject. His chapter on "Professionalizing the Ai'-'ateur
Theatre" is particularly interesting and valuable. A third
excellent book on the general subject of accom.plishm.ent in
the amateur theatre throughout the United States is Clar-
ence Stratton's Theatron, which gives an illustrated record
of theatres, large and small, profess iona,l and amateur, and
the story of what has been done with certain plays in them.
Complete titles, authors' names, and publishers'
addresses for all publications m.entioned in this and sub-
sequent chapters may be found in the Bibliography,
fc
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CHAPTER IV
PLAY SELECTION
V/hen an or^ranizat ion has 'become s-ufficiently well
established to warrant the consideration of plans for a
pntlic production, many new problems present themselves.
First among these problems, is the q-aestion of the selec-
tion of the play. All of the sug^restions given in Chap-
ter III regarding the selection of a play for an inform.al
reading are fully as pertinent when a public performance is
being considered. A much raore serious consideration must be
given to the public 'vvhich is to comprise the audience than is
necessary when considering plays to be presented only before a
select group. Any public performance, in order to be success-
ful, must pay its ovm way financially.
It doubles the difficulty of securing future audiences
from any community when they have once been disappointed be-
cause insufficient care has been taken to select a "oiece that
will appeal to their tastes. I know of one occasion v/hen a
college dramatic club had become so interested in Ibsen, due
no doutt to the excellent and enthusiastic guidance of a
professor of the drama, that they determined to present
G-hosts at a college house-party, l\eedless to say, desT)ite
the excellence of the drama itself, and the adequacy of the
production, the depressing effect of such a play on the
c
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audience for whom it was ^iven was most unfortimat e . Not
only vas the dramatic cloit) sntjected to immediate severe criti-
cism for the selection, "but the attendance at STitseqnent house-
party plays showed a definite reduction for almost tv/o years
thereafter.
Another important consideration is the question of
the sensibilities of the prospective audience. A play which
has "been successful on Broadway, or even in Boston, may be
too risque' for many ITew Enjprland towns or for miany a parish
hall. In som.e plays, such thin.^'s as excessive profanity may
be toned dovm sufficiently to make such plays acceptable to
the audience concerned, but to attempt such censorship of a
play like The Front Pa^e would be futile. If the audience
would not accept it virtually as it was written, it would
be far better to select another play, rather than spoil the
presentation by trying to make hard-boiled newspaper reporters
talk like Sunday School teachers. Many other plays offer
similar problems because of essential incidents rather than
dialo^e. The entire motivation of The Play's the Thin^ is
based upon the supposed similarity between a ripe peach and
a v:oman's breast. For any audience v/ho would refuse to
reco,ernize such a comparison^ the futility of attemptinsr to
present the play is obvious.
The staiS^e to be used must also be carefully consider-
ed. Some plays can be produced successfully with almost no
c
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regard to the stas*e facilities available. If the cast is
small, if only one setting is to be "used, and if there are
no particular difficulties vith stage properties or light-
ing, almost any sort of platform may suffice
.
V/hen I was ^"orlcing in summ.er stock a fev years ago,
vre took Your Uncle Dudley on a tour which covered a numter
of small Laine summer communities. In this play it is
necessary several times for characters to exit from one
side of the stage and re-enter during the same act from the
other. One of the halls which arrangements had been made
for us to use for this play had a stage which v/as so shal-
iQvi that the scenery had to be placed flush with the rear
wall in order to allov/ sufficient space for the necessary
action. It was discovered at the last moment that no
facilities were available for the necessary cross-overs
unless the actors entered the auditorium, itself and crossed
in full view of the andience. Conseouently, two laciders
were hurriedly acquired and placed at backstage windows
on each side of the stage so that the actors and actresses
could cross by descending to the ground and walking around
the rear of the building to climb in the window on the op-
posite side. A number of those present in the audience
were fam.iliar with the smallness of the sta^'e and were
completely mystified when the actors re-appeared on the
side opposite to that from which they had made their exits.

FIGURE 2
A Simple Setting Vvith Improvised Properties
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(Illustrating the ease with which realism can "be suggested
even on the smallest of stages)
c
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Another apparently minor, but particularly si^ifi-
ce,nt point is the availability of sanitary facilities back-
stage. To many amateur p^ctresses in particular, the
presence or absence of convenient arrangements may be respon-
sible for the failure or success of their performances.
Above all else, any am>ateur organization should make
a careful estimate of the acting talent available to it.
Many of the best plays contain extremely difficult parts,
and an attempt should be made to make certain that there are
people available v.'ho are capable as v/ell as willing. Nothing
can ruin a performance m.ore readily than poor acting in the
principal parts. On the other hand, if it is knoi/vn that
finished actors are not available, there is no reason to
abandon all thoughts of presenting a play because of this
lack. The alternative is obvious: Select a play which is
fitted to the capabilities of those likely to be acting in
it. It is imlikely that any of the dram^atic masterpieces of
the ages ^vill offer themes elves as vehicles for a group whose
talent is uncertain. There are, however, many good plays
which can be v/ell done by almost any organization.
It is far easier to suggest what to avoid than it is
to suggest specific suitable plays. First of all, plays
containing highly dramatic scenes, thereby necessitating
violent emotional activity on the part of the characters,
can easily becom.e ludicrous when performed by amateurs.

2?>
Sustained comic action, called for in many farces,
is a pitfall into which many non-professionals have fallen.
lie play can carry itself on its ovm merits, and -untalented
or poorly directed actors, who feel that the success of a
dramatic presentation depends solely on the humor of the
lines and situations, may easily 'becom.e very tiresome to
the audience. The Show Off is one farce v/hich definitely
comes in this category. The character in the title role,
v;hose blundering never seems to hinder him from coming out
ahead of the gam^e, can "becom-e a very "boring and even obnox-
ious character unless the actor playing this part has the
ability to give it just the right touch.
A special warning is given against attempting plays
which are socially significant. In the event that the
social problem considered is pertinent to the particular
comm.unity, it will undoubtedly be so controversial that
there is more to be lost than trained by trying to present
it on the stage. On the other hand, if the problem does
not concern the community, the resultant laclc of interest
will probably cause the audience to suffer from, acute bore-
dom.
Plays which offer a psychological problem are also
very difficult for amateurs. Such dramas usually demand
superior acting in order that necessary character develop-
ment may be convincing. It is usually hard enough to direct
c c
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untrained amate-ars in the type of characterization v/hich
remains static throti^ho-ut the play without attempting a
constant change and development as the play pro/?resses.
I do not mean to soimd discoxiraging with all the
v/arnings voiced in the preceding paragraphs. As any amateur
organization progresses, it should not "be difficult for it
to keep a finger on its own pulse, and realize when it is
over-extending itself. For any group in its infancy, I
strongly suggest that its efforts "be confined to modern
drawing room dramas or not too complicated mystery plays.
In the first-named classification, I can particularly recom-
mend Murray Hill and The Torch Bearers ; and in the second
group. The ITight of J anuary 16th and The Perfect Alibi .
All four of these are plays which are not too difficult to
perform or to stasre, and should please and amuse m.ost ordin-
ary community audiences.
The question of royalties and elaborateness of
production should be the im.m.ediate concern of the officers
of the organization responsible for its financial stability.
Every dramatic club has at least one member who has just
seen Life ^.Vith Father or some other current Broadway hit,
and thinks it would be an ideal vehicle for an amateur
presentation. Popular plays which are being currently
presented by professional companies, or which have recently
finished successful runs, are seldom available to amateurs
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at a low enough royalty to make their consideration feasible.
Any ^roup catering to the -Qstial sip.all audience has dooired
its production to failure if it obligates itself to pay a
royalty of one hundred dollars or more for each performance.
The question of scenery and costuming must also "be
looked at from the point of view of cost. I'any times some
enthusiast, who wants to put on some royalty-free play such
as Shakespeare or The School for Scandal
, is dissuaded from
his point of viev/ only when confronted "by fi^rures on the
cost of production.
The matter of the auditorium to be used is also ex-
tremely important. Most amateurs who are pe,rticipating in
a theatrical perform.ance can be available for a run. of only
two or three evenings. Likewise, most small comjnunities
cannot be depended upon to provide m-ore than two or three
audiences for any one play. The product of the capacity of
the hall times the number of performances times the am.ount
to be charged for individu.al admissions v/ill give an immedi-
ate maximum of gross receipts. This figure divided by two
should give a maxim.um of gross expenditures. Careful con-
sideration of these points will at once eliminate many
controversial possibilities. Consideration should also te
given to the comfort of the audience in the auditorium se-
lected. Are all parts of the stage visible from, all seats
in the hall, or must certain ones be eliminated? Are the
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seats comfortable? If the floor of the hall is level, can
those v'ho sit back a fev/ rows see the staf>:e at all? Are the
aeoiasties adequate to iDermit arcateur actors to be heard
by everyone in the a^udience? Faili:re to consider any of
these points may result in the failure of the play itself.
For those who are discouraged by the inadequacy of
local auditoriums and halls, I v/ould recommend that they
try to secure a copy of Bulletin No. 4, 1959, of the Office
of Education, United States Department of the Interior,
entitled The School Auditorium, as a Theatre . This publica-
tion ^ives extensive statistics on capacities and dimensions
of school auditoriums and stages throughout the United
States. It shows everything from flagrant errors in plan-
ning and construction, which are unfortxmately exceeding com-
mon, to the ideal structu-re. In reading of the prize example
of the latter, as illustrated hj the Shorewood, Wisconsin,
High School auditorium, most amateur dramatic enthusiasts
will drool v/ith envy, but the m.ultitude of examples of in-
ferior audit or ium-S and stages may prive som.e consolation by
com.parison with what is available to the one concerned.
The question of what equipm.ent is available for the
production of the play selected miust not be ignored. If
the scenery, lighting equipm.ent, stage properties, and so
on mvist be purchased or constructed, any clnb will do v:ell
to give som^e serious thought to the adaptability of siich
0
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thin,f^s for future productions. Primarily, it is v.-ell to
deterir.ine what can be borrowed or what improvisations can
be made, before thinlcing of purchase or construction. The
question of borrowing definitely depends upon what is
available locally. The Question of -nurchase is virtually
the same everywhere. Theatrical supply houses exist in
most lar;?e cities and their prices are universally hi^h.
The Cfestion of improvisation deriends upon the common sense
and ingenuity of the club members^ as does the matter of
construction. These last two items will be gone into in
som.e detail in subsequent chapters.
School groups attem.pting dram^atic presentp.t ions offer
unusual and individual problems. In the event that the
actors are all young, it is almost futile to try to make
them convincingly portray adults. For teen-ap"ers, such
plays as Seventeen and Tommy give the opport-anity for the
principal characters, at least, to act their age. The
question of all male or all female casts is a bothersome
and almost insurmiountable problem. If there is any possible
way to m.ake talent of the other sex available, it is by far
the best solution.
There are m.any publications which are concerned v/ith
plaj/'S available for amiateur presentation. I'ention has been
made in a previous chapter of the play catalogs of several
of the most prominent play publishers. In addition, there

FIGURE 3
Stage Setting for Yotir Uncle Ptidley
(Ill-astrating one way of using a stairway on
stage)
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are nany books v/hich mi^ht prove partieailarly helpful to
those en^a^ed in an attempt to select a play. Producin/? in
Little Theatres
.
by Clarence Stratton, contains on padres
2?,7 to 249 a list of one hundred full-lenrth plays and one
hundred one-act plays suitable for amateurs. Brief commen-
taries are given on each of the plays named, and many of
those recom.mended are royalty-free. The IVork of the little
Theatre
.
by C. A. Perry, has on pages 61 to 143 an exten-
sive 3ist of full-length plays and one-act plays, together
with the publisher of each and full information on royalty
charges. This book also has on pa^^-es 210 to 21J5 the ad-
dresf=^es of virtually all taiown play publishers. The Burns
IvCantle series of selected plays for each season, beginning
Tvith 1919, offers to any play reading com:m.ittee the oppor-
tunity to become r.ore fully acquainted with any play which
has orce been a hit and which they may be considering. In
these books, v/hich are available in most public libraries,
much of the dialogae of each play is written out in full,
but portions are abstracted and written as narrative so
that the reader may get a fairly complete idea of the play
as a v/hole in a comparatively brief time. There are, of
course, many other books in addition to the three I hp.ve
just mentioned, v;hich variouslj'" cover this same material.
I recom.mend these three as the ones v/hich I have found most
practical and useful.
c
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Any play readin^r coimr.ittee, in addition to consid-
er in^r the points already mentioned, irioist not ignore the
nnestion of production difficulties and the talent avail-
able to fulfill the duties in the various departments de-
scribed in subsequent chapters. If the play selected re-
quires special scenery, is there any talented person in the
organization capable of meeting these requirements? If
unusual lighting effects are needed, is there talent avail-
able for produ-cinp" them? The Theatre Handbook and Digest
of Plays , edited by Bernard Sobel, is a good reference for
any com.mittee or dep8,rtment chairm.an who, having little idea
of the job, wants to learn all about it in five minutes'
reading time. In addition, this -oublication contains a
collection of alphabetized paragraph-long condense,tions of
many ^'ell-knovm plays, and on pages 867 to 896 there ap-
pears a com.prehensive bibliography of over four hundred
books on all aspects of the theatre.
r
CHAPTER V
THE PRODUCER
Whenever a ^roiip contemplates the p-ublic presenta-
tion of a play, it should immediately select some one person
to act as producer or production manager. Although this
office is universal in all •orofessional comppjiies, it is
frequently ignored in amateur firroups. The Droducer should
he veil versed in every possible aspect of theatrical pro-
duction. He should he V'ell endowed vath common sense and
should, above all else, have an agreeable personality.
The producer should be 5:iven no specific responsi-
bilities in the preparation of the r^roduction, but should
act as coordinator of the responsibilities of all others
concerned. He should supervise the rehearsal schediile. He
should appoint the com.m.ittee or departm.ent heads and indi-
cate deadlines for the com.pletion of the vork of each. He
is the oracle to be consulted on all problems v/hich arise.
He should be prepared either to p-ive an answer to any Ques-
tion asked of him, or to Icnov; vrhere the answer can be found,
C. A. Perry, in The Work of the Little Theatres
.
provides
several bibliographical lists which should be of assistance
to any producer either for extending his ovm inforr:ation or
as a recomPiendation to any departm.ent head. Works on play
prodvTction are listed on page 197, on setting's and li^'hting
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on pa^e 199, on costuming on pa^e 201, on makeup on pare 2C?j,
and on acting on page 204.
A good prod-Qcer, v/ho is capable of delegating his
responsibilities, should have no need for any specially
assigned assistants. All of the principal department heads
or committee chairm.en should "be the ones to see that all his
suggestions are carried out. The director, the sta^ge mana-
ger, the electrician, the property manager, and the business
mana^rer should all be directly responsible to the producer.
Their specific duties and responsibilities are described in
some detail in subsequent chapters. Assistants to these
department heads, as well as the minor com.mittee chairmen,
should not be the direct concern of the producer. Ee Kill
find that his job is much simpler if he limits his dealings
to those listed above, and lets them, pass on his sug^^est ions
or directions to the members of their respective groups. He
should avoid giving anyone the idea that he is interfering
in any particular department. Pie must also remiem.ber that no
minor com.mittee member can do adequate v/ork if he is receiv-
ing instructions from more than one individual.
Too often, amateur groups allow all the responsibili-
ties v.'hich should be the producer's to fall upon the direc-
tor, but no director, encumbered v:ith the necessity of fol-
lovving up the work of everybody else cor-2iected vith the
play in addition to his actors, can do an adequate ^iob. It
c
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is vitally necessary to make certain that no individual is
weighed down with too rcuch work or responsibility. One
meEn'ber of the group, v/ho "becomes discouraged and dishearten-
ed "because he has too much to do, can dampen the spirit and
enthusiasm of everyone else. It is the producer's respon-
sibility to determine that such a condition does not arise.
The selection of just the right person as the producer will
insure sFiOothness, coordination, and the avoidance of petty
jealousies and quarrels.
0
CHAPTER VI
THE DIRECTOR
0
CHAPTER VI
THE DIRECTOR
The selection and appointment of a competent director
is no less important than the selection of the producer or
the leading actors. It is difficult to define the necessary
cnalifieations for a good director. Allen Crafton, in his
iDOok, Play Directing, states that the director "iri-ust have
some active or latent aptitude for directing .... If he
does not read a word "beyond this paragraph and remembers
this one point ahooit aptitude, the association of "both of
•us with this "boolc will not have been in vain." ^r, Crafton
apT)arently does not expect that any prospective director
v.'ill follow his implied advice quoted above, inasm.uch as
he proceeds to cover several hundred more pa^es v-ith infor-
mation about directing. His book as a whole is as practi-
cal as any which I have been able to find on this sii.bject.
In particular his chapter on G-etting the Actors to Act
gives many interesting sidelights on the subject of v/ork-
ing with amateurs.
The most common pitfall, one v'hich is to be avoided
at all costs in the selection of a director, is the ten-
dency to pick some individual who once v.'ent to dramatic
school and has since gained a reputation as an amateur
"coach." I have encountered too many of this species who
r
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feel that the jol) of director necessitates their f^iYing
complete courses in elocution, stance, raannerisF'S, and all
allied subjects to every individual who is acting in the
play. Such instruction only serves to confnse rest amateur
actors, and as a result their performances are stilted and
recitative.
The director need only know how people v:ou.ld normal-
ly "behave in the situations which are being presented in his
play. He is vrasting his tir.e if he concentrates on trying?
to m.ake his actors always stop with the upsta^?:e foot for-
ward
,
or if he tries to make them always turn toward the
audience instead of av/ay from it. If he succeeds in creat-
ing in his actors an awareness that the audience is in only
one ctirection and that whatever they do or say m.ust be ap-
parent to that audience, that is sufficient, l^any times
the most effective line of a scene can be given with the
actor facing directly away from the audience. Any instruc-
tion as to how actors should stand or sit or move can be al-
m.ost identical v/ith the description of what a character in
the particular circumstarces being portrayed v/ould do in
real life. If an actress must do a scene sitting on a sofa,
she should sit as she would in her own living room., and
need not contort her body into any awkward or uncomfortable
position.
I shall make no attempt to turn this chapter into a
#
complete raamial for directors. That has "been done before,
and any wculd-te director, v^'ho vraxts to learn aboTit his job
from what someone has written about it, can find ample
m.aterial in any public library.
In order to become a good, director, one must do tv/o
things in addition to posses3inf<r the attributes suggested
above: First, he must be familiar with plays, and the more
that he has seen the better; second, he must direct plays,
and the riore that he has directed the better.
Every play is a challenge to the director's ingenu-
ity. He must be thoroughly familiar with every character,
every line, and every situation. Ee must know how he v-ajnts
each part interpreted. He must tea,ch his actors to build
up to points of emiphasis. All of these things must be
planned before rehearsals begin, and altJiou.gh changes may
be made and novelties introduced during the practice ses-
sions, the good director will see that such innovations
are 3cept to a minimum, as a result of his own careful advance
planning.
The director should pay particular attention to
tim.ing. Every person on stage at any time should be made
to function as a mem.ber of a team, and should not be perr^it-
ted to indulge in individual acting out of keeping with
the stage picture. The director m.ust always keep in mind
that every character on stage must be acting every second
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that he is visitle to the audience. CarefTil consideration
of stage business is no less important than the proper
delivery of the actors' lines. Zr.otional scenes are parti-
cularly difficult to handle, and may easily le over-directed.
It is freouently far "better to try to ^et the participants
in such scenes to understand exactly how the scenes should
"be fi-iven, and then turn them loose and let them, frive their
OY;Ti interpretations, The director v^ho attempts to prescribe
every mannerism, every chan.'?e in tone, v/ill find that he is
only confusing his players.
Every director must beware of actors who fcnov/ more,
or think they Icnow m;Ore, than he does. Polite firmjiess is
usually sufficient to get the idea over thc.t the director
is boss, tvt it this fails, the producer m.ust step in and
straighten out the situation. I rem:em.ber one occasion dur-
ing the first-nigiht presentation of The Ilight of J anuary
16th when an actor, at a very dramatic point in the play,
proceeded to extend a ''dramiatic pause," while he was the
center of attention on the stage, to st:ch a length that the
other actors, who were supposed to be frozen in position
during this moment of suspense, began to totter before the
action was resumed. The prompter becamiC excited, thinking
that the actor had forgotten his next line, end «yhispered it
from the wings three tim.es in quick succession in increas-
ingly audible tones. As a result, the whole scene, which
c
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vas supposed to be deadly serious, 'becaine alirost ludicrous,
v;hat with the wavering statues on the stage and the loud
|
ii
whisper issuing from nowhere in particular. This v;hole
situation was occasioned "by an actor deli"bera.tely varying I
from the directions which he had received and complied v/ith
all during the rehearsal period.
The first responsibility of every director is, of
course, the selection of a cast. If tJ-is is done carefully,
many of the difficulties already suggested C8,n be obviated.
|
Any director will do well to utilize the assistance of the
producer and one or tv.c other clr.b reF.bers on the casting I
coF.mittee. In working with aicate-urs, the Flatter of try-
outs rust be carefully handled. Personal feelin^rs rrust
be considered and it may frecuently becor.e necessary to
induce would-be actors to play parts other than those in
which they are irost interested, but for which they are
better suited, i
It is well to use discretion in choosing the pas- '
sages to be read by those trying out, I loiow of ore or-
|
ganization v.'hich v;as attempting to cast ?.!urray Hill and
unfortunately chose a love scene as one of the portions i
to be read. One of the actors did this scene so very veil,
xvith a charring new-coir.er to the community playing opr-osite
him, that his wife raised serious objections a,nd refused
to let him -Participate in the play at all. The general
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tone of all try-outs should he one of informality. G-reat
care should he talcen to avoid eF.harrassroent on the parts
of prospective actors. Those who do not succeed in getting
parts should have the reasons carefully explained to them,
and frequently an offer of a smaller part or a position as
a comm.ittee chairman will serve to soothe any possitle
wounded feelinsrs. All prospects should "be made av/are of
the club's gratitude for their v/illinj^ness to try out. If
thiB step is forgotten, actors who might be of great value
in future presentations may be lost to the club permanent-
ly because of a single disappointment. If a sufficient
number of actors is available to provide under-studies for
the principal roles, such assignments frequently m.alce eT-
cellent consolation prizes also. Under-studies should be
encouraged to attend rehearsals occasionally, and in the
event that a play is to be given on several different
nights, it is not uncommon to permit an under-study to act
in one of the performances.
Most dramatic clubs v/ill find it impractical to hold
rehearsals on the stage where the play is to be presented.
However, it is essential that the space in which rehearsals
are held be identical with the actinp- space on the stage to
be used. If this precaution is not taken, the timing of the
entire play may be thrown off when the actors are finally
placed in the wide open spaces of the actual stage. The
f4
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peverse of this can "be just as tragic v/here plenty of room
is available for rehearsals, "bu-t the stage itself is
crarnped and inadequate. The stage properties should be
improvised for all rehearsals. It may not seem important
whether an actor v;ho is supposed to remove a letter from
his pocket and hand it to another goes through the motions
without actually delivering the letter or whether he really
hands the letter over during the rehearsals. However, the
audience v;ill demand the realism of seeing something actual-
ly change hands and v/ill only "be amused at any attempt short
of the real thing. The actor who has been accustomed all
during the rehearsal period to checking the presence of an
actual letter in his pocket prior to his entrance v.'ill be
far less likely to be caught without it on opening night.
The furniture used in rehearsals should be as close to the
approximate size and type of that to be used in the final
production as possible. The actress who has been rehearsing
a scene on a straight-backed hard-bottomed chair from which
she must rise quickly can be terribly embarrassed when she
finds herself, during the actual play, seated in a soft com-
fortable easy chair from v/hich she has difficulty in aris-
ing at all to say nothing of accomplishing this m.ove with
any alacrity.
A director can avoid having his actors go stale on
him if the entire period of rehearsals is condensed into
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a sufficiently short space of time. For most plays a
period not to exceed three or four v/eelcs should "be ample,
Samuel French publishes a small booklet entitled
The Art of Rehearsal
,
by Bernard Shaw, the perusal of
which is well worth a few m.inutes of any would-be direc-
tor's time. This booklet is full of worthwhile sugges-
tions such as the following: "... Before you begin re-
hearsing . . . v/ork out all the stage business . . . don't
let them learn their parts until the end of the first week
of rehearsal . . . I^ever interrupt a scene . . . make a
note . . . don't mention trifles . . . Uever have a moment
of silence on the stage except as an intentional stage
effect."
In short, a director needs an aptitude for his iob,
com.m-on sense, patience, and tact coupled with the ability
to correct and help without seeming to order. He, himself,
must be amenable to suggestion, I'any times he will find
excellent ideas coming from the actors themselves.
(
CHAPTER VII
THE STAGE SETTING
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CHAPTER VII
THE STAGE 3ETTII7G
By the time the play to be presented has "been selec-
ted, the producer and director appointed, the castin,^ fin-
ished, and the department heads chosen, plans for the sta^'e
setting should be well -under way. There are four basic
a-aestions to be considered: What is available for tise,
either as a possession of the club itself or ovmed by some
nearby oricanization willing to lend it, what can be impro-
vised, v/hat can be made, and what must be bou^rht or rented.
In roost small comm-unities there are several interior stage
sets owned by different organizations. Most of such organi-
zations are ouite willing to lend scenery without charp'e,
but they usually insist that no changes be made in any of
the equipment loaned. The typical interior setting is usu-
ally neutral in color with painted panels, m.ouldings, and
shadows that look exactly like T)ainted panels, mouldings,
and shadows. If the club has no means of acquiring any-
thing better for its use, it must be satisfied with such
scenery. If it has funds available for the purchase or
rental of scenery, I v/ould definitely suggest that it
neither buy nor hire anything unless there are no facilities
v.'hatever available for the construction of a set. Scenery
purchased ready-made or scenery which is made to order is
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alv.'ays exorbitantly expensive, and for abo-ut the same ainoimt
as vo-uld "be paid for hiring a set of scenery includin,? the
shipping?: charges, a ^^ood serviceable set can "be constriicted,
I shall make no atteirpt to tairn this into a construc-
tion naniial, liv.t a fev/ details will perhaps not be out of
order. Frames for flat scenery can be made of three-inch
by one-jnch seasoned pine. Corners can be joined easily, as
indicated in the attached diagram, by the vse of corner tri-
an^cles made of quarter-inch plyv/ood nailed to the frame by
means of clinch nails. To insure square corners, the tv^'o
sides should be held flush against a Ip.ige carpenter's square
while this operation is accomplished.
These frames should be covered vcith scenery canvas
v/hich is made of closely v'oven, first-^rade cotton yarn.
This is stron^r and durable and usuallj'' com.es in a seventy-
tvo inch width. The frame to be covered should be laid on
a level floor with the smooth side up. The fabric to be
used should be cut to the proper length and width v.'ith ap-
proxim.ately four inches over on each dim.ension. It should
then be stretched over the fram.e so that the extra width
extends about evenly on all sides and fastened temporarily
with one tack at each corner. Next the canvas is tacked to
the v;ood approximately one inch from the inner edge of the
frame all the way around. The cloth should be kept taut dur-
ing the entire operation so that no wrinkles are left when

FIGURE 4
Method for Constract ing and Covering Flat Scenery
G-lne Here
Taclc Here
Canva,s Tu.rned Back
Tack^ G-lne Here
Batten
Triip. Here
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the tacking is complete. There is no necessity to stretch
the canvas too tightly, however, inasimich as the first coat
of paint v/ill shrinJc the cloth sufficiently to remove any
slight sagging and give a sir.ooth level surface. The tempor-
ary tacks at the corners are then rem.oved and the loose cloth
laid "back tov/ard the center. Casein glue is applied to the
exposed portion of the v/ooden frame all the way aroiind. The
loose canvas is pressed firmly onto the wet glue. The ex-
cess canvas is then trimmied off about one-nuarter inch inside
the outer edge of the frame with a very sharp knife or razor
"blade. This forces the cut edge into the v-'ood and T)revents
fraying v/hen the flat is handled.
The height of flat scenery may vary in accordance
v^ith the size of the stage to "be Dsed. For m.ost small
stages, a maximum height of ten or eleven feet is am.ple.
The flats should be of varying widths from one to six feet
in accordance with the needs of the particular play to be
produced.
H"© pieces should be constructed v/ith cut-out por-
tions for doors and windov/s as is the usual case in most
scenerj'' made for amateurs. It is far better to set and
brace real wooden door frames or Vv'indow frames between two
full-length flats and construct a smialler flat to fill in
the space above or above and below as required. The best
type of door to purchase is the com.mon com.bination screen
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and glass v/indow-lifrht door sold "by Sears Roeb-uck or aJiy
constrretion company. These doors come already set in a
frame, and have the two interchaji^reatle panels already indi-
cated. Additional panels can "be easily constr-c.cted out of
plyv.'ood; with a fev: monldin^r strips they can be made into
any type of door that is required. Additional realismi and
strength is added to the setting if v/ooden mop boards, chair
rails, and picture rails are nailed onto the set itself.
Actual shadows are thereby created and the third dimensional
effect gained surpasses anything that can be accomplished by
the most expert scenic artist. Such m,ouldings are easy to
remove from the setting after each play, v'ith no permanent
harm to the scenery, and they m.ay be used again and again
in varying forms.
The use of such v/ooden construction as an addition to
the ordinarj^ scenery made of canvas flats, ^'ives an actual
as v^ell as an apparent solidity to the setting. Such doors
and v/indows open and close like real doors and windows because
they are real doors and windows. And a person leaving the
stage in a supposed fit of an/rer can actually go out and slam
the door behind him as if he m.eant it. I was witness to one
occasion when this happened, and one of the sta^^e hands had
carelessly left a hammer on the top of the door frame outside
the set. The hammer was jarred from its perch and fell upon
the head of an actress who was waiting her cue to ro on stage.
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The entire action of the play was delayed for at least five
TTiirates while the actress was "bein,?^ resv-scitated and the
actors remaining on the staf^e talked abont the v/eather or
any other topic that came to mind after one of them had
walked over to the prompter in order to find ont what was
caTasinP" the delay.
In order to secure scenery firmly in place, the pur-
chase of a number of professional stafre "braces from a
theatrical supply house is recommended. These braces are
a standard item, and are easily put in place m.erely by
hooking the top end through a screw eye or scenery cleat
fastened on the back of the flat, and securing the bottom
end by means of a sta.P'e screw which is screv/ed through a
hole in the base plate of the brace into the stage floor.
These braces are variable in length, and after both ends
are secured, they ms.j be extended or shortened and made
fast by means of a thumb screw attachment when the flat is
absolutely vertical.
Adjoining flats are secured one to the other by
mieans of a lash line which is fastened near the top of one
edge of a flat and then laced around lash cleats placed at
different heights on that and the adjoining flat. The lash-
line should be tied firmly v/ith a half bov; approxim.ately
three feet above the stage floor.
Wherever it is possible in setting up the scenery

FIGURE 5
Method of Lashing and Bracing Scenery
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARIt
UBRARY.

to Insert jogs or recesses, not only v/ill variety te
gained from the usual three-sided room effect, "bi^t much
strength will be added to the standing set.
The best results v/ill be obtained if the scenery is
painted after it has been F;et "up in position on the stage,
and I have found casein paint to be better than any of the
US-Dally recor.mended hot-glue-base water rt&ints. This use
of casein glue and paint is evidently rather unorthodox,
inasmu.ch as almost none of the authors who have vritten ccn -
cernjng scene painting recommend it. Hov/ever, I have foujid
it easy to mix, cheap, and durable. The ss.me scenery can
be -oainted several times in different colors to suit the
needs of successive plays without the necessity of washing
off previous coats.
After the scenery has been set in place, strips of
canvas about six inches v.ide should be thoroufri'ly iF.mersed
in the paint to be used on the set. These strips should then
be -Dlaced over all cracks where flats are joined together
and pressed firmdy into position. Next, newspaper or
building paper having been placed under the bottom edges
of all the standing flats, paint should be applied to the
entire set. Several people can Participate in this opera-
tion simultaneously and the i ob should be completed v/ithout
ever allowing the edge of a,ny -oainted portion to dry. This
process will insure a setting which looks exactly like the
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plastered and painted walls of any room. If a wall-na'oer
effect is desired, it is easy to cut a stencil out of a
piece of stiff cardboard. This is used to transfer the
•nattern selected to the setting "by raeans of a short-bristled
stencil brush applied to the outside of the stencil v/hile
it is bein^ held manually in successive positions. The
books in the biblio^rraphy v/hich are recommended for scene
painting information give several other m.ethods of varying
a plain colored wall by means of stippling and so forth.
To insure the effectiveness of any interior setting,
a ceiling should be provided. The construction of an ade-
ouate ceiling is really a simpler job than the making of
an ordinary flat. Strips of canvas are sev/ed together to
make one larp^e piece of sufficient size to cover the neces-
sary area, ajid the piece is then tacked to the front and
back battens only. V/hen the ceiling is not in use, it may
be rolled up on these two battens, and when it is to be
set UT), the battens are m;erely unrolled and additional
cross battens placed at right angles to them and fastened
by angle irons and thumb screws. The cross battens must
be of sufficient length to insTire adequate tautness of
the ceiling. The ceiling can be raised into place manu-
ally by a couple of people with step ladders without the
assistance of any over-head lines, except possibly one in
the center of the front batten. The set itself p-.-'.ves
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support to the other three sides of the ceilinpr. If
bleached cotton is -used, it is not even necessary to paint
jt, \inless it becoF.es soiled, in v;hich ease it may -Drove
easjer to paint it than to wash it.
The type of scenery described in this cha':!ter can
be very easily adapted for a play v/ith two or rore interior
setting's v/ith a Eininium of scene shifting. Several years
a^o, I starred Philip Barrie's Holiday v;hich calls for the
sane setting in the first a,nd third acts, biit a different
settinfi' for the second act. All the fla,ts in the set were
painted basically v/ith a neutral beif!:e. Ne^^t, tvo spatter
coats, one of blue e^nd one of yello^v, v/ere applied to the
set. Spatter paint ins* is Yery easy and can be a rreat deal
of fun. The painters merely dip their brushes into the buclc-
et and wave them, full of paint, in the direction of the
surface to be painted. It is a little difficult at first
to secure an even coating in this manner, but a very small
amo-unt of practice will insure an adequate job. By vary-
ing the lighting in the different acts, the shade of the
entire set was made to change. Thus the impression was
given that entirely different flats were used. Of course,
all the stage furniture and properties had to be changed,
and in addition, all doors and windov^s for both sets were
recessed by flats one or two feet in width, so that in the
space where a door had aijpeared in one scene, a flat could be
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inserted flush with the walls on "both sides of the recess
and only the plain wall v/as visible. Similarly another flat
woTjld he removed disclosin,? a hroad v/indov/ and v/indow seat
v/here there had formerly "been only a strai.o'ht v/all, There'bj'-,
vith the shifting of only tv/o cr tl ree flats and varying? the
"basic li^htin/^, one set of scenery definitely served the
D"ur"nose of tv;o.
Many settings require steps and stairways. It is
not advisable to sT)end rriu.ch time and effort on such con-
strnetion for one particular play. It is thus that many
cluhs find themiselves v/ith monstrosities on their hands
which they m.ay never "be able to use more than once. For
the club v/hich is tep-imiinF to build up a stock of useful
scenery, it might be advisable to construct two identical
units of two steps each and a platform erval in heie-ht to
three steps. These v/ill be adaptable to a number of differ-
ent com.binat j ons which v:ill answer alm-Ost every purTiose.
Such things as railings, balustrades, and newel riosts can
be constructed for individual plays and attached at small"
expense. The boy made as a platform should be constructed
v/ith a hinged cover, and tbis m.ay be used as a container for
the storage of sm.all properties betrveen plays. Fir\:re 6
gives an idea of the varying forms in vhich these three
pieces m.ay be arranged. As future needs arise, duplicates
of any of the pieces may be constructed and adapteci to use

FIC-URE 6
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Stairway Arrangements
(Possible "basic Yariations using only three simple pieces.)
J I
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v'ith those made previo-usly.
One ether "bnlky item which is frequently req-uired in
interior settin^?s is a fireplace. One siich niece, Fiade with
interchanp-eable inserts to vary the shape of the openinfr
and the interior of the firetox, should be siifficient. The
eyterior of the fireplace can he altered easily v;ith a coat
of paint to represent irarhle, wood paneling, hricic, or
v'hatever is required. The fireplace should he ^ut into the
set in exactly the same m.anner as door or windov/ frames,
namely, it should he placed hetveen tvio full-lenrth flats
and a shorter flat nsed to fill the space from the mantle
to the ceiling.
Never be afraid to use a few well-placed nails
whenever it is necessa^ry. I shall never for^ret a moment
in an amateur production of Ni,p-ht Fust Fall , vrhen one of
the actors was sup'nosed to lean casually on the mantle,
Tho^e responsible for the scenic arrangements had not
considered it necessary to fasten tl' is niece to the set
in any v/ay. The vrei^rht of the actor's elbow was conse-
quently sufficient to unbalance the whole fireplace. As
it started to fall, the actor v/ho had been leanings' on it
had stifficient presence of mind to catch it in m.id-air.
Re was too late, hov/ever, to retrieve an expensive borrov/-
ed vase which had started to its doom., but which fortunately
fell in the lap of the actress to whom, he was talking who
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vas seated before the hearth. Their ability v/as rev^arded
"by a ro-ujid of appla"ase from the a"udience. Althou^rh the
ap-olaiise may have "been appreciated "by -^.he actors, it co-uld
ha.Td.ly be considered as any real rev/ard for the veelcs of
effort v/hich they had put into rehearsals.
Exterior setting's and baekfrround scenery are b-ue-a-
"boos to most small organizations. Usually, attempts to
achieve realism by painting outdoor scenes on a canvas flat
or backdrop fall far short of the desired results. I would
sug^rest that amateur elL^.bs avoid givinr': ^^l^^ys calling for
elaborate exteriors whenever possible.
Backgrounds which are supposed to exist on the other
si(?e of a v;indovj or beyond a doorway, however, cannot be
avoided. It is far simpler and far more effective to
merely suggest the surroundings v/hich the audience is sup-
posed to believe are on the other side of the visible set-
tinsr. Doors opening offsta^re to another room, offer no
problem, as one canvas flat properly placed can usually
serve to mask the mysteries of backstage from the view of
the audience, When the view through a v^indow or through
a doorv'ay is supposed to depict a garden or panorama,
this problem becomes m.uch more difficult. Windows cover-
ed with glass curtains and doors opening off the setting
so as to disclose a minimum of background will make the
problem considerably easier. A window box outside the
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windov; vdth ^^^eraniums or ever^eens in it, dependin,^ on
the season represented, can ^ive the impression of a v/hole
garden. A bacMrop of li,p:ht bine properly illuminated
and v:ith actual flowers, shrubs, or set pieces represent-
ing fences or walls placed immediately in front of it,
v;ill prove surprisingly effective. Special effects such
as these are individual in nature, and inasmuch as no gen-
eral method for accom.plishing them can be given, their
further consideration does not fall vnthin the scope of
this book. The answers to such problems Fiust be sought
in other publications, such as G-1enn R, Webster's Scenery
Simplified or Heffner's Modern Theatre Practice .
As a club extends its activities and feels itself
increasingly capable of more complicated scenery construc-
tion and effects, I laiow of no m.ore com.Dlete book of ref-
erence to be used as a guide than Scenery for the Theatre
,
by Harold Burris-Meyer and Edward C. Cole. This publica-
tion is extremely detailed, but explanations are given
with £Treat clarity, ai^d all processes are copiously illus-
trated. It covers the entire field from^ basic, simple con-
struction to the most complicated stage m.achinery. In
using such a book, the amiateur must select the Particular
ideas which are of interest to him., as much of the book is
concerned with item.s of far too intricate a nature for the
majority of amateur organizations.
c
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To wait until a fev/ days "before a play is presented,
and then attempt to experiment with actaial scenery p,s soon
as it can "be set up on the sta>e:e to "be nsed, is unsatisfac-
tory and many tim.es a disappointing procedure. The roost
efficient and inexpensive method of experim.entat ion is by
m.eans of a scale model. Such models are very easy and
cheap to "build, A scale of one inch to one foot is con-
venient to work v/ith. A "board of sufficient size to repre-
sent the entire sta^re floor on the reduced scale should "be
marked off in one-inch squares, A fram.e is then attached
to one edge of the hoard representing proportionately the
proscenium or stage frame as seen from, the audience's
point of view. Flats are represented "by stiff card"boa.rd
or ^lyv.'ood with small "blocks fastened to the "back of each
so they will stand upright without support. Every time
the organization acquires a new piece of scenery, it
should imm.ediately be duplicated in miiniature. The fur-
niture to be used can be represented by blocks of v;ood
which merely occupy a proportionate amount of space to be
taken up by the actual furniture. With a model such as
this, most of the problem.s of scene design and space for
action can be worked out easily. The director can deter-
r.ire at once from such a set-up v/hether or not the planned
arrangements fit in v;ith his ideas of the v/ay the play is
to be acted, and he can accordingly work out essential de-
te
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FIGURE 7
A Scale Model of the Setting for Berkeley 5 guar
e
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tails for the arran/^ement of properties at his rehearsals.
If sufficient talent is available, the sta^e rodel
can "be irade as elaborate as desired, even to the extent of
duplicating period furniture, costumes, and sta^re decora-
tion. In the event that a detailed and complete podel is
Fade, it can also be used by the publicity department as
a 'oublic display prior to the actual production.
If talent and enthusiasm eyist in tie organization
to a sufficient extent to warrant one of these more elab-
orate stage m.odels, I can highly recom.m.end Leslie Allen
Jones's Scenic Design and Fodel Building . This book is
extremely practical, and gives the prospective model build-
er much useful information as well as a great m:any con-
venient methods of making short-cuts and improvisations.
Many books have been written and many complicated
diagram.s drawn based upon "sight lines." For the amateur,
the effort of reading such books and the trouble of draw-
ing s-uch diagram>s of his own stage and auditorium are
hardly worthv/hile. Y/ben the stage is set, let "he de-
signer seat himself successively in the center of the
front row and at either end. Let bim repeat this action
in the back row, and in the front and back rov/s of the bal-
cony if there is one. Let him determine in each of these
positions, first, if everything on the stage which he
wants to be seen can be seen, and second, if everything
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which he wishes to be concealed is concealed. If "both of
these can "be accomplished by minor changes in the position
of the scenery, or by lowering or raising the borders in
front of the ceiling, svch should be done. If the charges
reo-Dired are too extensive, it may be advisable to elimin-
ate certain seats so that the ill-usion of the stage will
not be spoiled for even a very small number of the audience.

CHAPTER VIII
STAGE LIGHTING

CHAPTER VIII
STAGE LIOETIIIG
Any ataFe setting, however ^?rood, can be spoiled "by
Improper lighting? effects. Too many times amateiars r.re con-
tent to stage a play in a hall v/hich may possess one over-
head border light and a set of old fashioned footli^rhts
v-ithoxit making any attempt to improve on the existing fa,cili
ties
,
The stage electrician himself need have biit little
knov/ledge ether than the rudiments of safe electric vfiring.
He shOTild Icnov/ hov/ heavy a load his lines can carry lest
fuses be inopportunely blown out at inconvenient moments.
He should also possess a degree of initiative so that he can
light the stage as desired by the director and scene de-
signer without making the source of his lifl'ht obvious. If
theatrical spotlights are available, and there is any pos-
sibility of arranginfr them, in the auditorium, itself, either
fastened to the front of the balcony or on a batten si.^s-
pended from the ceiling of the auditorium and properly
masked, the stage li^'hting is bound to be much m.ore satis-
factory from, the point of view of the audience. The closer
the source of the light is to the eyes of the persons
watching the stage, the better is the effect.
It is very seldom that any setting can be prouerly
0
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lighted by flooding every corner of the visible T^ortions
of the stage with "brightness. Hov; often have yo-u been in
a rooin, lighted either by daylight or by artificial light,
v/here the lighting was absolutely even in every corner?
To give the impression of reality, the portions of the
stage which would normally be brighter because of the ap-
parent source of light, whether it be from a window or
from lam.ps or other lighting- fixtxj.res, should receive a
5:reater concentration of ill"um.ination.
All directors v/ill designate certain sections of
the stage area as spots v/here high points in the action of
the play occur. In these places also an increase in the
intensity of the illum.ination will serve to highlight the
action.
Footlights, for the most part, throw queer shadov/s
on actors' faces and on the backp-round of the set. It is
many times advisable to eliminate their use entirely.
Spotlights suspended immedip.tely in front of the ceilirig,
concealed by a border, and spotlights "olaced on either
side of the front of the stage, concealed by a flat with
a narrov/ hinged section (com.monly called a torrer.tor' , to-
gether with the spotlights previously mentioned v;hich have
been placed in the auditorium proper, should be arple to
give adequate liP"ht to alm.ost any interior setting.
Stage lightinfi' equipment is at best expensive.
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The acoTiisition of a few "baby spotli,e:hts with Food, lenses
ar.d frad^p^ets for adjusting the v/idth of the "bear is a worth-
while investment for a.ny organization as soon as it can
afford it. Until such tine, funnel- shaioed b-ull)s , which
are r.ade largely for rrerchant s ' dis 'lay windov/s, and are
available at a cost of about seventy-five cents apiece,
Ftalre a fairly adequate substitute. Colored ^lass filters
and frames to hold them to the bulbs are also available
at a moderate cost. The greatest difficulty with these
bulbs is the escaping li^ht around the ed^res of the area
on which the lifp-ht concentration is desired. This diffi-
cultj'- c?.n be eliminated, however, by masking the bulbs with
pieces of flexible asbestos paper.
Backfrround lifrhting is a difficult subject to pen^
eralize upon, I'any times amateurs Five it far too little
thoui^ht. On one occasion, when I was sta^ine: ?"Murray Hill
,
I utilized a backstage spotlight of far .'^reater intensity
than the sta^e li^htin^. This shone through a window across
the breakfast table, thus effectively ^riving the impres-
sion of bright, ea,rly morning sunshine. On another oc-
casion, when I v^a,s staging The Play ' s the Thing
,
the back-
ground beyond the Trench doors at the rear of the set was
suTiDosed to be blue sky above the Mediterranean. The
stage v/as so shallow that it v/as necessary to hang the
backdrop, representing the sky, within two feet of the
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Trench doors. All sorts of expedients v ere tried to pre-
vent this backdrop from looking like exactly vhat it v:as
,
Finally it was moved almost a foot nearer the set v'ith a
bri^rht bine li/=^ht placed on the floor "behind it shining up
aiBrainst the curtain. This, stranifrely enoufrh, ^a.ve ex-
actly the desired result. Therefore, the best method I
can s^.-^-^est for achieving adeaiiate backf^roiind lifhtin^r is
experimentation. Try everything, and sooner or later
something will be found that will s\:it the purpose.
For the individual v/ho wishes to investi^rate m:Ore
carefully an approach to good stage lighting, Stanley
McCandless's A Method of Lighting the Stage gives a com.-
plete handling of the subject. It fails, howevrr, to
interpret his method in terms of the limited equipm.ent in
the possession of m:Ost small organizations. Theoretically
his book is so sound, practical and clearly str.ted that
anyone who can adapt his ideas to the means he has at hand
can gain m.uch from. it. The book is particularly helpful
in the rjortions devoted to the light inp; of bac^ce-round sur-
faces and the creatiup- of special effects.
After the sta,ge lights have been arranged to suit
all concerned, the real work of the stage electrician be-
gins. He m.ust provide him^self with a cue sheet vrhich in-
dicates precisely how his switchboard is to be manipulated
during the action of the play. He should mark his switches
((
FIGURE 8
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( Illustrating novel arrangement of entrances facilitating
presentation on a shallov/ stage, "bait giving variety from the
usual setting of three flat walls.)
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on the "board with tags or with challc to indicate exactly
v.'hat they control. He must "be alert at all times no that
his light changes occur naturally and at the exact instant
reouired. Most audiences can become highly amused when
the stage lights go out as the actor is in the process cf
reaching for the wall switch which is supposed to control
them. If, on such an occasion, the actor is allowed to get
his hand on the switch and knows enough to keep it there
umtil the lights actually go cut, such aii interruption to
the f.cticn can "be avoided.
The only true test of whether or not the illumina-
tion is proper is the test of common sense. A lighting
and scenery rehearsal should always "be held without the
presence of any actors whatever on the stage. Stage hands,
or indeed anyone, can "be used as stand-ins so that the di-
rector can determine whether his actors will he a"ble to "be
seen to good advantage in v/hatever positions he desires.
The lighting for the setting and the lighting for
the actors are two entirely separate considerations. It
is virtually impossi'ble to plan the details of either in
advance of the time vfhen the scenery is arranged for the
final presentation of the play. I have always found it
more successful to work out first the illum.ination for
the scenery itself. Flat scenery will alv/ays look cuite
different from v;hat was expected under colorsd stage
(
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lightiri!^. ICiich experimentation in the intensity as v;ell as
in the color of the ill-amination may be necessary to achieve
the results desired.
If a tv/o-toned painting operation has "been accom-
plished "by means of a spatter or stipple on the scenery, as
described in Chapter VII, the basic color of the lip-htina:
used in successive scenes can be varied in order to alter
the color of the setting itself. This might be accomplished
by using a large am.oimt of amber lie-ht in one scene, and
then eliminating? the am.ber and ST;.bst it-Qting blue li^ht for
it in another scene.
y/hen the li,?'hting has been decided upon to the
satisfaction of the stage desip-ner, the next step is to
introduce v/hatever additional effects are required to
shovi off the actors to their best advantage. V.'hen this
step has been accomplished, it is almost inevitable that
the basic lighting which has satisfied the scene designer
v;i"!l have been altered. At this point, it is m.erely a
Question of further experimentation until, as a result of
some sort of compromise, all parties are satisfied. It
must be borne in m.ind that it is far r.ore vital for the
actors to be seen than for the artistry of the scenery
to be illuminated. Above all else, it must be rem.embered
that this experimentation should be finished iDrior to the
dress rehearsal so that there vill never be any necessity
r
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of stopping that preliminary performance in order to make
alterations in the li^^hting.

CHAPTER IX
THE PROPERTY yjHTA^ER

CHAPTER IX
THE i'EOPERTY IvIAlTAGER
In the professional theatre, hampered as it is by
the presence of the stage hands' union (The International
Alliance of Theatrical and Stage Employees), definite dis-
tinctions have been made defining v/hat constitutes stage
properties. The union property man must not lay a finger
on anything which does not belong in his department, and
the union scene shifter m.ust not touch anything which is
not defined as scenery. For amateurs such careful differ-
entiation is foolish. Stage properties can be generally
identified as all moveable items, either utilitarian or
decorative, v/hich appear on the set.
The property manager should provide himself with a
list of all properties to be used and, in an am.ateur group,
his biggest job is the securing of such items. Many proper-
ties can be borrowed from local sources. It is, of course,
v/ell to have them look as authentic as possible, bnt it is
a risky procedure to secure on a loan basis such things as
valuable, fragile antiques. Unusual requirements in many
plays call for the use of ingenuity on the part of the pro-
perty manager. In Berkeley'" Square , for instance, much of
the play hinges about the similarity in appearance be-
tv.'een the leading man and a portrait of one of his ances-
rc
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t«rs . V/hen I stafred this prod-action several years a^o, a
local art teacher, v/ho was a memlDer of the drarcatic clnt,
v/as asked to assist with this protlein, and nrod-uced a very
creditable oil painting, the model for which vras the lead-
ing man whom it v/as supiDosed to resemble. The similarity
was so striking that a very large portion of the audience
commented on it, and the entire dram.atic effect of the
play was enhanced. The same play calls for a criu: ansata
to "be featured prom.inently . Only one person could he
found who had ever seen one, and no one could locate any
replica of this item. Hov/ever, one of the club members,
v;ho "Dossessed a jig saw, reproduced this unique type of
cross from a drawing made by our one authority on the sub-
,1ect.
When the property'' manager has succeeded in borrow-
ing, jmiprovising, or making all his properties, and when
he has satisfied the director, the producer, and the actors
with his choices, all that remains for him. to do is to ar-
range for their transportation to the auditorium, at the
proper time, and to spend sleepless days and nights v:orry-
ing about the things he has secured on a loan basis until
they are returned in p:oo6. order to their rightful owners.
Of ccnrse during the play itself, he must keep a check
afrainst his property list to determine that all item.s are
in their proper places at the beginning of each act, and
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FIGURE 9
PROPERTY LIST
ACT I
2 Desyzs
4 desTc chairs
1 tp.ble
1 bulletin board
1 map of Eorth Sea— lar,5:e to go on wall
On table—tray v/ith teapot—4 cups—sa-Qcers—lemon
—
sxi^ar--m.il]c—files of reports—a conple of s^^ikes
to stick papers on--a fev^ charts— 2 colored arrows
—thumb tacks of three different colors.
On desks—couple of wire baskets—num.eroTis papers—let-
ters opened and u.nopened—blotters— jnk--pens—
1 phone on each desk
—
2 reference books.
For messenger— 1 lar^e envelope with 2 letters enclosed--
7' other miessages.
1 stepladder
f
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that any properties v/hich are moved onto the sta^e by the
actors during the course of the play are prepared and
ready and handed to the proper actor at the correct F.orrent,
A typical property check list is illustrated in Fi^re 9.
In plays where meals have to "be served on stage,
the property manager's life "becom.es particularly hectic.
He m-ust not only procure the proper items, tvt maice sure
that they are in condition to "be served at ^lust the right
moment. One group staging The Play's the Thing was
threatened with the complete failure of the play because
the property man had not had sufficient foresight to se-
cure a ripe peach. A mem.ber of the club made a rush trip
by automiobile of over two hundred miles during the few
hours before the play was to p-o on and thus saved the day.
It is well to ascertain that the property mana^rer
has no propensity for playing practical ^okes. I once
participated in some scenes from the second part of Henry
the Fourth where real wine was substituted for the /?rape
juice that Falstaff was supposed to imbibe. As a result,
by the time the scenes were finished, Falstaff v/as prac-
tically staggering about the stage. Luckily he rem.embered
his lines, and his performance was acclaimed by the crit-
ics as little short of great. However^ such attempts at
realism, are to be frowned upon.
One other responsibility of the person in charge
f
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of properties is the procurement and operation of all
sound effects. This ray "be accomplished in one of tro
v^ays. Either apparatus may "be made for the purpose of
simiulating the required noises, or phonograph records and
a reproducer may he used. Such items as ,^nshots, horses*
hoofs, gongs, cash registers, or "breaking china, offer "but
simple prohlercs to the construetion-m-inded property m.an.
In Scenery for the Little Theatre
,
on pages 412 to 416,
there is an excellent list of stage m^achinery which can be
constructed easily for the ira>:ing of m.anj'- sound effects.
Horever, v/hen the play requireirents call for traffic noise,
calliopes, fife and drum, corps, newspaper printing presses,
fire apparatus, the noise of surf or trains, the problem
"becomes much more difficult, and it is far easier to con-
sult a catalog of som.e convenient theatrical supply house
in the hope that a record of the required effect may he
available. In these days, virtually everything which right
be needed for stage sound effects has been recorded, and
it is a com.paratively easy matter to borrow an electric
phonograph with good tone and volume control. It must be
kept in mind that a crov/ded auditorium will tend to deaden
sounds from backstage and in all probability increased
volume v;ill be required for ttie actual performance.
A special cue sheet must be m.aintained in order to
insure the proper execution of the necessary sound effects
r
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A PORTION OF THE LIGHT AlU) SCUl^D EFFECTS
CUE SHEET
E. J. ONE
ACT II, SCENE I
LIG-HTS— opens--no li^bts except shaded flashliJ^ht on
Q'uarterir.aster--'before dialo^.e "begins also shaded
flashlifrht on Navi^rator
SOUirD—continnons throii^ho-at act--sv/ish of v/ater on the
Tdow— throb, of ir.aehinery--lcose signal halj^-ard slap-
ping against mast
P_2—4 CURTAIN—NO LIGHTS
P-2-15 Exit Sub., v/arn for searchlight
P-P-16 "The starboard torpedo has had its igniters renewed,
sir. The tube is ready for action, sir."
Thin shaft of light from stage R. appears - -waver3 --
disappears
•17
P-?-17
"It's about four miles av/ay." Distant b coring
"I didn't see it, sir."
"About green 75, sir," Light appears again
p>2_17 "She's hit."
"Blovm up." Dull red glare on stage R. horizon—
searchlight goes off
P-?-19
P-S-19
"You think the attack was four niles away?"
"At least." Searchliftht appears again
"By gosh she's pressing home her attack." Casca.de
of star shells rise and fall ab ove the horizon stage
R. well back
P-S-19 "Star shell on the starboard ouarter."
"Log that, chief yeoman." A heavy diill boom. . Dull
red glare on horizon stage R brighter than first red
c
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Freq-uently this cue sheet irust combine directions for the
stage electrician as v/ell as the property inan. It is dif-
flctilt in an amateur production v/hich is given on only one
or two occasions to deterinine the e^ract timing for s-ach a
sheet. The simplest and most effective substitnte is to
note the act and page nnmber as well as the spoken line
v/here each cne occurs. Frequent comparison of the cue
sheet vith the prom.pter's script shoTild give ample warning
to the -oersons responsible for manip-ulating the necessary
sv-'itches or m.achinery. Figure 10 shows a cue sheet from
one of the scenes of One . The action on the stage
talces place on the "bridge of a battleship at the beginr.ing
of the Battle of Jutland, and the effects called for are
probabljT- more difficult and complicated than most amateurs
should attempt.
It is obvious that the responsibilities of the prop-
erty manager vary greatly v;ith different plays, but he is
always of great importance in preparing for the play and
frequently his v/ork is vital to the continuing action of
the presentation itself.
r
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CHAPTER X
THE STAGE MAl^^AGER AO LINOR FUNCTIONARIES
The next group to "be considered to roiind cnt the
picture of the production of an actual play is compo^^ed of
those who function yery largely "behind the scenes. The
first of these is the stage manager, v:ho talces over com-
plete control of "backstage and all adjacent areas, other
than the auditorium, from the time of the dress rehearsal
onvard. In many clu"bs this person is identical vn th the
scene designer, "but as stage manager, he h£,s many entirely
different functions. The electrician and the property mana-
ger are "both responsi"ble to him, as are the other minor
functionaries who v/ork "baclcstage , such as those in charp'e
of costumes, makeum, the promipter, the stage hands, and the
call "boy.
Not much general information can be given to guide
the chairman of the costume coFim.ittee. She, for usually
this jo'b is "best filled "by a woman, is of course in charge
of any rented costumes a,nd is entirely responsible for all
aspects of such a transaction from the original arrange-
ments to the proper return of such thinp-s to the costumer.
In addition, she must check on the colors of all clothing
worn by any of the actors, particularly in order to avoid
unfortunate clashes of color between the dresses of any of
i
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the actresses, and she must also make sure that s^uch dresses
blend with the general color scheme of the setting and prop-
erties. She should "be equipped v;ith a needle and thread
ready to come to the rescue in case of any emergency.
The duties of the person in charge of m.akeup are oh-
vious. In every group som.eone is available who tanov/s a
sufficient amount about stage miakeup to make sure that the
club has the proper materials on hand to take care of all
necessities. All actors and actresses should be m.ade to
a'opear on the sta^re ujider varying lighting conditions im-
mediately prior to the dress rehearsal so that the director
and producer may suggest any changes which seeFi necessary.
Most am.ateurs have the idea that although they are appear-
ing on a sm^all stage before only a couple of hundred peo^-le,
their makeup should be sufficiently heavy to allov/ them to
be seen to advantage in the last row of the balcony of
Radio City Music Hall. On one occasion when I v;as staging
a musical sho?/ for a high school, the professional m.akeup
artist who had been hired failed at the last miom.ent to shov/
up. I found m.yself faced v/ith the necessity of doing the
makeup on thirty young chorus girls in approximately as
m.any minutes. Feedless to say, I coiild not do a very
thorough job on any of them. I took care of all of them,
and almost every one complained of the lightness of the
makeup applied. Even I felt that I v/as not doing an ade-
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nnate job, but the limited time permitted no fi:jrther effort,
Dtiring the first chorus number, I vvent around to the front
of the house to observe the results of my artistic efforts
and vas most pleasantly surprised at the effect that I had
achieved just because of press of circum.s tances , From, that
time on, I have been thoroti^hly convinced that there is bn.t
small possibility of p:etting too little malceup on an am-a-
teur p.ctor on a sm.all stage.
The job of prompter is without doubt the m.ost boring
and uninteresting position in any play production. The
person who finds himself seated at every rehearsal v'ith his
eyes glued to a play book, never speaking unless someone
makes an error, and feeling like an intruder every time he
must make som.e verbal contribution to the action, is indeed
a martyr. Yet no am^ateur production can proceed without
the services of some willing workhorse in this capacity.
Durin^^ the actual presentation of the play, the prompter
is the pulse of all backstage activity. He must warn the
stage manager, the electrician, the property man, actors
awaiting their cue for entrance, in short, everyone vho has
some offstage function to perform at any time during the
action. In addition, he must be constantly alert to what
is happening on the stage so that at the first sign of
stumbling on the part of any of the actors, he is ready to
assist them and get them, back on the right track. The
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prompter is the stage manager's right-hand mian. He accom-
plishes the drudp-ery v;hich permits the stage manager to
keep everyone else on his toes "backstage.
The stage hands are appointed primarily to assist the
stage manager. They should be as few in nurber as possible
and each should "be thoroughly acgnainted with v/hatever func-
tions he has to perform.
The call boy, who is only a very minor fi^rure in "the
backstage picture, must make the rounds of all "'"he dressing
r^oms prior to the beginning of each act and announce ex-
actly how long it will be before the curtain fl^oes up. He
usually inform.s the actors at five minutes and at one min-
ute before curtain time, and before the beginning of the
play, at thirty minutes and at fifteen minutes as well. In
addition, he must make certain that any actor v/ho is not on
stage at the beginning of an act, but v'ho m.akes his en-
trance later, is at the proper place at the right tim.e.
Every stage manager will find, as the tim.e of the
actual performance approaches, that there ^'ill be much en-
thusiasm among club members, v.'ho have not done much in the
vfay of v/ork during the rehearsal period, to m;ake up for
their laxity by volunteering to help out backstage during
the actual presentation. If he accepts all offers, he will
have so many people backstage that everyone rvill be con-
fused. He must rule his dom.ain with a firm, hand, and keep
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everybody from the sacred precincts "behind the scenes ercevt
those who have actual business there. During the interval
betv/een acts, partici;.larly if there is any extensive shift-
ing of scenery or chan,e:in^ of properties to "he done, he
should forbid the presence of even the actors themselves
until all necessary arran^rements are made, at v/hich time
they will be summoned to take their places for the next act.
r
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r
CHAPTER XI
THE BUSIITE3S riMAGER
The lot of the business manager for an amateiar pro-
duction is not a happy one, biit strans-ely enou^rh, in every
community there is alv/ays someone who is delighted to have
this .lot). Poor business management of just one play can
give any dram.atic club a poor reputation permanently. The
producer and business manager should confer frequently and
if advance plans are carefully enough made, and steps are
taken to make certain that none of the department heads ex-
ceed the allotments which they have been prom.ised, the job
should be a fairly simiple one. I suggested in a previous
chapter that a safe limit for the exrjenses of any r^roduc-
tion should be apDroximately one half of the estimated ^rross
receipts
.
The sm.art business manager will see to it that sev-
eral subcommittee heads are appointed to assist him with
his work. He may have a ticket comm.ittee, program comm.it-
tee, advertising committee, sales committee and a head
usher. The primary responsibility of the ticket committee
is to arrange for the tickets to be properly Drinted and,
in the event that reserve seats are to be sold, it is es-
sential that every ticket be checked against its actual
seat or against a detailed seating plan of the auditorium.
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If the play is to be -nresented on more than one evening',
different colored stock sho-uld "be used for each perfor-
mance. Very careful records must "be kept of all tickets
issued to agents on consignment, a.nd a safe deadline nmst
"be made for the return of all unsold tickets lest some
well-meaning clut member show up several days after the
play has been driven with a block of unsold seats which
mlfrht easily have been disposed of at the box office at
the time of the performance.
The program committee is, of course, responsible for
the printing of the programs. Absolute accuracy is essen-
tial in this job. There is nothing which vifounds an am.ateur
dramatic artist to the extent of having his name misspelled.
The program committee chairman must check carefully with
other committee chairman to make certain of the appearance
in the program of the names of all who have contributed in
any v^ay to the production. Many small dramatic clubs go a
step further and print on the last page of their pro^rramiS
a complete list of all members of the organization. Host
Americans, whether they will admit it or not, love to see
their names in r^rint, and to cater to this weakness is a
cheap v/ay of retaining good v/ill. Some orfranizations make
a practice of selling advertising for their play oropram.s.
It is my belief that this method of increasing revenue is,
to say the least, unethical. Merchants approached by
f
FIGURE 11
Example of Typical ProfraF.s
THE EXETER PLAYERS
PRESENT
NienT €rJANUAcylCTH
A C€MEDy-DCAMA IN THREE ACT/
BY
AYN RAND
Proceeds for the Benefit of
Exeter Chapter, American Red Cross
DECEMBER 4 and 5, 1941
CLUB MEMBERS
Mr. Jackson B. Adkins
Mr. iiarl A. Barrett
Mr. Robert H. Bates
Mr. Gordon Benn
Mr. and Mrs. Corning Benton
Mr. and Mrs. H. Hamilton Bissell
Mr. and Mrs. G. Russell Booth
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Bradley
Mrs. Joncia Brandt
Mrs. Wayne Bryer
Mr. Charles W. Caldwell
Mr. and Mrs. George S. Carhart
Mr. and Mrs. Frank M. Cilley
Miss Helen Clark
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Clark
Rev. Walter Clem
Dr. and Mrs. Cleon W. Colby
Miss Ruth Colby
Mrs. Ethel Conner
Rev. Daniel J. Cotter
Mrs. Laurence M. Crosbie
Miss Lorraine Crosbie
Mrs. William S. Davis
Mr. and Mrs. Carl M. Dining
Mrs. James F. Donovan
Miss Katherine Donovan
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah C. Drake
Mr. and Mrs. Edward E. Emerson
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene D. Finch
Mr. Elliot G. Fish
Mr. and Mrs. Winthrop E. Fiske
Mrs. Stephen Fitzgerald
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas M. Folds
Mrs. George L. Fox
Mrs. H. Gray Funkhouser
Mr. and Mrs. W. Ernest Gillespie
Mr. and Mrs. Winston Gottschalk
Mr. Paul E. Gropp
Mr. and Mrs. Harold B. Gross
Miss Mary Grout
Miss Helen Hale
Mr. and Mrs. Philip M. Ham
Mr. and Mrs. Norman L. Hatch
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Herlihy
Miss Theresa Henderson
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm T. Hill
Mr. and Mrs. Philip N. Hobson
Mrs. Philip E. Hulburd
Miss Betsy Johnson
Mr. William Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Roger C. Kellogg
Mrs. Warren Kellogg
Mr. and Mrs. Shaun Kelly, Jr.
Mrs. Adelaide C. Kent
Mr. and Mrs. Hervey Kent
Miss Margaret Kent
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Kent
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Kesler
Mr. Lynn Kirtland
Mr. Arthur Landers
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur G. Leacock
Mr. and Mrs. Henry L. C. Leighton
Mrs. Chilson H. Leonard
Mr. and Mrs. Paul H. Linaberry
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert P. Little
Mr. and Mrs. Claude T. Lloyd
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Longacre
Mrs. Emma Brown Lyman
Mr. Ransom V. Lynch
Mr. and Mrs. Herrick M. Macomber
Mr. and Mrs. Albert P. Madeira
Rev. and Mrs. Paul T. Martin
Mrs. Robert Mason
Miss Mary B. Mathes
Mr. John Mayher
Rev. John J. McCarthy
Miss Betty L. McPherson
Mr. George Millrood
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Niebling
Miss Olive Otis
Dr. and Mrs. Franklin R. Perry
Mrs. Henry E. Perry
Dr. and Mrs. Lewis Perry
Mr. and Mrs. W. Hunter Perry, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Pirnie
Miss Eleanor T. Randall
Miss Peggie Richardson
Mr. and Mrs. Donald S. Rickard
Mrs. Percy C. Rogers
Mrs. Charles V. Rollins
Mrs. John M. Rowe
Mrs. Robert Saltonstall
Mrs. William G. Saltonstall
Mr. and Mrs. Grant B. Sanborn
Dr. and Mrs. Clarence H. Sanfcrd
Miss Elizabeth Sawyer
Mr. Edward R. Scott
Miss Lucetta Sharpe
Miss Nathalie Shute
Mr. and Mrs. Richard E. Shute
Mrs. Evelyn Hudson Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Everett S. Smith
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Martin W. Souders
Miss Dorothy J. Stevenson
Rev. and Mrs. Carl A. Storm
Mr. Howard S. Stuckey
Mrs. Charles M. Swift
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Thayer, Jr.
Dr. and Mrs. Louis C. Theobald
Mr. and Mrs. Harris H. Thomas
Miss Phyllis Turner
Mr. Clifford H. Vroom
Miss Mildred M. Vroom
Mr. and Mrs. Harold J. Weeks
Mrs. Harry H. Weist
Mr. and Mrs. G. Spencer Wentworth
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick R. Whitman
Mrs. Alfred R. Wightman
Mr. and Mrs. Myron R. Williams
Mr. and Mrs. F. Everett Winslow
FIGURE 11
Example of Typical Programs
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CAST OF CHARACTERS
(In the order of their appearance)
Clerk WINTHROP FISKE
Stenographer WELTHEA HILL
BaUiff GRANT SANBORN
District Attorney Flint GEORGE CARHART
Defense Attorney Stevens HERRICK MACOMBER
Prison Matron HARRIET PIRNIE
Karen Andre HELEN HALE
Judge Heath JACKSON ADKINS
Dr. Kirkland MARTIN SOUDERS
Mrs. John Hutchins SUE CARHART
Homer Van Fleet THEODORE BRADLEY
Elmer Sweeney FRANKLIN PERRY
Nancy Lee Faulkner RUTH GOTTSCHALK
John Graham Whitfield JAMES PIRNIE
Jane Chandler FLORENCE ROWE
MagdaSvenson LILLIAN ROGERS
Sigurd Jungquist EDWARD SCOTT
Larry Regan PHILIP HAM
Roberta van Rensselaer JOSEPHINE WEEKS
Director, W. HUNTER PERRY, JR.
The action of the play takes place in the Superior Court of Nsw York
City. The time is the present.
ACT I. A day in March
ACT II. The next day
ACT III. The following day
COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN
Scenery Dr. Arthur Leacock
Tickets Malcolm Hill
Properties Mary Thomas
Lighting Russell Booth
Make-up Mary Grout
Publicity Albert Madeira
Prompter Mary Booth
Ushering Donald Rickard, Howard Stuckey
Assistant Business Manager D'Arcy Perry
Officers oj the Players
President Mr. Edward R. Scott
Corresponding Secretary Mrs. George S. Carhart
Recording Secretary Mrs. Eugene D. Finch
Treasurer Mrs. Harold B. Gross
Business Manager W. Hunter Perry, Jr.
Members of the Executive Committee
Mrs. H. Hamilton Bissell Rev. Paul T. Martin
Mr. Harold B. Gross Mr. James A. Pirnie
Dr. Arthur G. Leacock Mrs. Harris H. Thomas
Anyone wishing to join the Exeter Players may communicate with
the corresponding secretary, Mrs. George S. Carhart.
The Players wish to express their thanks to all who have helped to
make this play a success.
FIGURE 11
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THE EXETER PLAYERS
PRESENT
HOLIDAY
BY
PHILIP BARRY
Proceeds for the Benefit of
Exeter Red Cross War Relief
Community Council for Girls
DECEMBER 3 and 4, 1940
CLUB MEMBERS
Mr. Jackson B. Adkins
Miss Constance Amsden
Mr. Earl A. Barrett
Mr. Robert Bates
Mrs. George E. Bennett
Mr. and Mrs. Corning Benton
Mr. and Mrs. H. Hamilton Bissell
Mr. and Mrs. G. Russell Booth
Mrs. Wayne Bryer
Mr. Charles W. Caldwell
Mr. and Mrs. George S. Carhart
Mr. and Mrs. Frank M. Cilley
Dr. and Mrs. Cleon W. Colby
Mrs. Ethel Conner
Miss Lucy B. Conner
Rev. Daniel J. Cotter
Mrs. Laurence M. Crosbie
Mrs. H. D'Arcy Curwen
Mrs. William S. Davis
Miss Katherine Donovan
Mr. and Mrs. James F. Donovan
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah C. Drake
Mr. and Mrs. Edward E. Emerson
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene D. Finch
Mr. Elliot G. Fish
Mr. and Mrs. Winthrop E. Fiske
Mrs. Stephen Fitzgerald
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas M. Folds
Mrs. George L. Fox
Miss Marion Goodwin
Mr. Paul E. Gropp
Mr. and Mrs. Harold B. Gross
Miss Mary Grout
Mr. and Mrs. Philip M. Ham
Mr. and Mrs. Norman L. Hatch
Miss Nancie Haughton
Mrs. Victor M. Haughton
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Herlihy
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm T. Hill
Mr. and Mrs. Philip N. Hobson
Miss Alta Home
Mrs. Philip E. Hulburd
Rev. and Mrs. William H. Jones
Mr. William R. Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Kellogg
Mr. and Mrs. Shaun Kelly, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Kesler
Mrs. Adelaide C. Kent
Miss Margaret Kent
Mr. and Mrs. Hervey Kent
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Kent
Miss Kathaleen A. Kirk
Mr. Arthur Landers
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur G. Leacock
Mr. and Mrs. Henry L. C. Leighton
Mrs. Chilson H. Leonard
Mr. and Mrs. Paul H. Linaberry
Miss Rosemond Linaberry
Mr. and Mrs. Claude T. Lloyd
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Longacre
Mrs. Emma Brown Lyman
Mr. Ransom V. Lynch
Mr. and Mrs. Herrick M. Macomber
Mr. A. P. Maderia
Mrs. Robert Mason
Rev. and Mrs. Junius Martin
Rev. and Mrs. Paul T. Martin
Mr. John Mayher
Rev. John J. McCarthy
Miss Betty L. McPherson
Mr. George Millrood
Mrs. Henry E. Perry
Dr. and Mrs. Lewis Perry
Mr. and Mrs. W. Hunter Perry, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Pirnie
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Poor
Miss Eleanor T. Randall
Mr. and Mrs. Donald S. Rickard
Mrs. Percy C. Rogers
Mrs. E. Pike Rounds
Mrs. John M. Rowe
Mrs. William G. Saltonstall
Mrs. Clarence H. Sanford
Miss Elizabeth Sawyer
Mr. Edward R. Scott
Mr. and Mrs. Richard E. Shute
Mrs. Evelyn Hudson Smith
Rev. and Mrs. Charles W. F. Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Martin W. Souders
Miss Emilie S. Spring
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Smith
Miss Dorothy J. Stevenson
Mr. Howard S. Stuckey
Mr. and Mrs. Henry L. Sweet
Miss Myrtle Summerfield
Mrs. Charles M. Swift
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Thayer, Jr.
Dr. and Mrs. Louis C. Theobald
Mr. and Mrs. Harris H. Thomas
Mr. Clifford Vroom
Miss Mildred Vroom
Miss Darrah Wagner
Mrs. Harold J. Weeks
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick R. Whitman
Miss Doris Wiley
Mr. and Mrs. Myron R. Williams
Mr. and Mrs. F. Everett Winslow
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CAST OF CHARACTERS
Linda Seton MRS. P. C. ROGERS
Johnny Case REV. JUNIUS MARTIN
Julia Seton MRS. HARRY LEIGHTON
Ned Seton MR. ROBERT KESLER
Susan Potter MRS. GEORGE BENNETT
Nick Potter MR. PHILIP HAM
Edward Seton MR. HOWARD STUCKEY
Laura Cram MRS. GEORGE CARHART
Seton Cram MR. PAUL GROPP
Delia MISS ELEANOR RANDALL
Henry MR. CLIFFORD VROOM
Charles MR. WILLIAM JONES
Director, MR. EUGENE FINCH
SCENES
Room on the Third Floor of Edward Seton's House in
New York
Room on the Top Floor
Room on the Third Floor
Act I.
Act II.
Act III.
COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN
Production Manager Mr. W. Hunter Perry, Jr.
Properties Mrs. Donald Rickard
Costumes Mrs. PhUip Ham
Scenery Dr. Arthur G. Leacock
Lighting Mr. Andrew Longacre
Ticket Sales and Distribution Mr. and Mrs. Martin Souders
Publicity Mrs. Malcolm T. Hill
Ushering Miss Dorothy Stevenson
Prompter Miss Eleanor Randall
Make-up Miss Mary Grout
Officers of the Players
President Mr. Edward R. Scott
Corresponding Secretary Mrs. George S. Carhart
Recording Secretary Mrs. Charles W. F. Smith
Treasurer Mrs. Harold B. Gross
Business Manager Mrs. Edward E. Emerson
Members of the Executive Committee
Mr. Eugene D. Finch Mr. Harold B. Gross
Mr. John Mayer Mr. W. Hunter Perry, Jr.
Dr. Cleon W. Colby Dr. Arthur G. Leacock
Anyone wishing to join the Exeter Players may communicate with
the corresponding secretary, Mrs. George S. Carhart
The Players wish to express their thanks to all who have helped to
make this play a success
FIGURE 11
Example of Typical Profrrams
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salesmen for such pro,^ram advertising usually dare not re-
fuse, but nevertheless they resent the necessity of coFiply
ing". On the other hand, many business concerns are ^'lad
to offer v/hatever facilities they have v:hich may be of use
to the club. Furniture stores are often ;rlad to lend
drapes or furnishings. Newspapers or printers will some-
times print tickets or proflrraros free of charge. Clothing
stores m.ay be glad to lend dresses and hats or any -unusual
items of aT)parel which they have. In all such cases it is
essential that a credit line ac3cnov/ledging such efforts be
displayed prom.inently in the program and in any newspaper
releases as well.
The advertising: committee is responsible, under the
guidance of the business manager, for determining the type
of advertising to be used. Posters, fliers (either dis-
tributed m.anually from door to door or sent through the
mail), newspaper and radio advertising all m.ay be used as
best suits the need of the individual organisation. The
advertising committee is also responsible for oublicity
releases to any publication which will use them, or in the
event that reporters are present at the dress rehearsal or
the night of the actual perf orm.ance , this committee should
make certain that such reporters get their facts straight
and should arran«re for any interviev;s , and be prepared to
offer any unusual stories or incidents v/hich ni^rht prove
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nevtTs-v^-orthy . Arrangements for pictures also fall v/ithin
the scope of those responsitle for the advertising. In
iT'Ost sirall communities, the publicity value of photographs,
either individual portraits or group pictures of the actors
in action, cannot "be over-estim.ated.
The com.ipittee in charge of sales mu.st v/ork closely
with the ticket committee and advertising committee. For
am.ateur performances, tickets must be sold in advance. All
expenses of any play should be assured before the box of-
fice opens on the evening of the first perform.ance , The
sale of tickets in advance can best be accomplished by
u.tilizing the services of the club members themselves.
Each m.em.ber of the sales committee shoiild be fiven a por-
tion of the club memibership and be held responsible for
the activities of that ^'roup as far as sales are concerned.
The head usher is a very important person. Inas-
much as his duties do not really begin until the play is
actually presented, it is well to give this
,1 ob to some
im.portant member of the club v;ho may be too busy to ^^ive
timie to a long period of preparation, but may be giiite
Y'illing to do his bit. This head usher should thoroup'hly
famdliarize himself vith the arrangement of the auditorium.
He should m.ake certain that his assistants are acquainted
with these details as well. If this is done, any possible
dissatisfaction on the part of the paying customers will
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protably "be avoided.
The btisiness manager himself, in addition to "being
responsilDle for the activities of all these s"u."beoininittees
,
has a good many duties which he cannot delegate to STibor-
dinates. He must arrange for hiring the atiditorium, he m.-ast
keep a strict current account of all expenditures and sales.
He must be familiar with the regulations of all government
agencies, federal, stage, and local, concerning: taxes to he
collected and paid. He must comply v/ith all local police
and fire department regulations. In most communities, at
least one fireman must he on hand during all public gather-
ings, and his services must be ^^aid for by the organiza-
tion, Likev^ise there is usually a janitor for ev^ry audi-
torium that is hired who also expects to receive some re-
muneration for his presence.
Most amateur groups plan to donate the profits of
public perform:ances to local charities. Thus, in addition
to the intangible benefits gained by the community throtigh
the participation in and the witnessing of a good theatrical
presentation, the group assumes a new im.portance in the ^es
of many who would otherv/ise have no interest whatever in its I
activities. New equipment acquired for any particular "nlay
j
can quite legitimately be entered ps an expense of that
T)lay, although such materials m.ay be destined to becom.e
part nf the permanent property of the club. Kany organiza-
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FIGURE 12
Typical Business I.Canager's Statement
(Presented after the completion of a putlic presentation.)
Gross Receipts
($188.90 banked to the credit of the clut).
$7.10 to "be paid as government tax from the
general treasury for 142 members' tickets pre-
sented at the door)
$196.00
Expenses
Royalty
Hall Rental
Newspaper (Programs $13.00, Ad $8.00,
Window Cards $3.50.)
Lighting Committee
Property Committee
Tracking
Flowers
Total Expenses
$40.00
25.00
24.50
.50
.50
1.00
.50
$91.50
$24.35Total Government Tax
Gross Receipts to the club less tax
Net Receipts to the club
Supplement to receipts, from General Treasury
Total donation to American Red Cross
$171.65
80.15
28.20
$108.35
Tickets donated by I'.r, John Doe of the Doe Printing Co.
Expenses of Books, and for Staging and Lighting supplies
which become permanent properties of the club will be paid
out of the general treasury, as well as the cost for
photographs which villi be preserved in the club scrap book.
Respectfully submitted,
Business Kanager
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tions, however, choose to an^ment the receipts of a particu
lar performance by a contri'biit ion from the oIvJd treasury to
pay for permanent equipment so acquired.
The question of complimentary/' ticlcets is boimd to
arise, "but if the play is "bein^ ^iven for charity, it is
"u.s-ually unne cessarj'- to present free tickets to any other
than newspapers who m.ay "be sending critics to review the
perf orm.ance
.
In "brief, the "business mana,ffer's ^o"b is not an easy
one, Ee must keep tabs on everyone v:ho is working for him,
and, in so doing, his job is far more difficult than that
of FiOst other com.mittee chairmen because there is little
glamour to the things which he must accomplish.

CHAPTER XII
THE DRESS REHEARSAL

CHAPTER XTI
THE DRESS REHEARSAL
The dress rehearsal should be the climax of the r)re-
paratory period for the presentation of any play. To in-
sure the creation of a professional atF.osphere vvhen it is
finally offered to the Toublic, every effort should he made
to maintain conditions com.parable with those of an actual
performance during the entire dress rehearsal. At least one
rep^ls-T rehearsal on the actual set v/ith all arran^em.ents as
comTilete as possible should be held before this final prac-
tice session. At that time, the actors can adapt themselves
to the novel conditions of an actual sta^re, and any m.inor
changes found to be essential can be effected.
All adjustments of scenery, lie-htins", costumine-, and
malceup should be completed fifteen miinutes prior to curtain
tim.e on the ni^ht of the dress rehearsal. At that mom.ent
it should be considered that the house is telns' opened to
an audience, and, from then on to the closing of the final
curtain, an absolute atm.osphere of an actual performance
should be maintained.
The director must never interrupt for any reason,
re^'ardless how fouled up the actors m.ay become. No actor
can be permitted to step out of his part for an instant to
m.s.ke suggestions, such as: "Let^s start this act ever." If
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the director has comments which he feels he must make to
his actors hetv/een acts, he should step haclcsta^e to ir.B.'ke
them, tvt he must not Interfere v/ith costume chancres or any
other necessary activity which would lenjerthen the tetv/een-
act interval. After the rehearsal is completely finished,
he should assemble his complete cast on the stance for any
general comments v/hich he considers necessary. If he feels
thrt certain portions of the play should he p:one through
SLgeAm., he can o.ccom.plish this then, or make arranfrements
for additional rehearsals between that time and the final
performance at an hour convenient to all concerned.
To carry out the illusion of a real performance at
a dress rehearsal, an audience of some sort is essential.
This audience will probably be composed of committee m.em-
bers v;ho have assisted v/ith some aspect of the preparation,
and may be aufrmented by members of the press who misrht
therefore be enabled to write reviews which v/ould appear
in the papers on the day of the actual t)erformance . In ad-
dition, the privile^re of attending this rtreview may be ex-
tended to club m.embers v;ho, for personal reasons, are un-
able to be present at any of the regular "oerformances , and
to invalids in the community who find it inconvenient to
T)art iciT)ate in public gatherings, A few words to this
sm.all audience, delivered either by the producer or director
prior to the beginning of the performance, may be of great
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help to the actors. The aTidience should be told that every
attempt is being made to simulate a real performance, and
that it will be firreatly appreciated if they will assist by
reacting normally in accordance with their feelings, just as
if they v;ere sitting in a crowded theatre.
Iv'any amateurs ignore certain apparently minor consid-
erations, thus irreparably marring the smoothness of the
performance as a whole. First of all, the person in charge
of the operation of the miain curtain should be carefully
instructed in his job. Nothing looks more amateurish than
a curtain which is opened or closed by a succession of i erks
.
The stage manager should make certain that the curtain man
and the electrician follow his instructions exactly at the
beginnings and at the ends of acts. When the play is about
to begin, the stage lights should be brou^^ht up slowly
until they are all adjusted as required for 'he opening of
the act. Next, the auditorium, lights should be dimmed slov;-
ly until they are entirely out. If these operations occupy
two to three minutes, the audience should have had tim.e to
get settled and to quiet down. However, not until the
house is entirely silent should the stage manager ^rive the
signal for the opening of the m.ain curtain.
At the end of each act, the curtain should, of course,
be closed promptly on the proper cue, following which no
change should be made in the lighting until the applause
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has be^run to sntside. As this occurs, the house lip-hts
should "be brou^-ht up ,?^radually, but n^ore QuicTcly than they
w^ere dimmed at the be,c^inning of the act. Lastly the sta-^e
lights should be turned off.
Curtain calls at the end of the last act m.ust be
carefully planned. The curtain should be quickly re-opened
after the conclusion of the play as soon as the applause
has reached its peak, disclosing first the sam.e actors v/ho
v;ere on stage as the play ended. It should then be closed
Quickly, and the entire cast should speedily assemble on the
stage in pre-arranged positions. As soon as all are gather-
ed, the curtain is opened again. It may be permitted to
remain open a few moments longer this time. If the ap-
plause continues for five seconds after this second closing
of the curtain, it may be re-opened, and the principals be
given the opportunity to take a step forward and bov^. Af-
ter it has closed this time, all actors except the princi-
pals should imm.ediately leave the stage. If applause still
continues and only the principals are left on the stage,
they may be given another curtain call. It will be a most
unusual performance that inspires an audience to demand
more than four curtain calls. If at any time the applause
stops, the curtain should rem.ain closed and the house
lights be turned on at once. If wild enthusiasm still con-
tinues after the fourth call, a curtain speech by the lead-
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ing actor may "be required in order to s-aTDdiie it. This T5rac-
tice is to be frowned upon, and should "be permitted only hh-
der very unusual circumstances.
It is an old adage of a.mateurs that a poor dress re-
hearsal guarantees a ^o-ood final performance, "but in actual
practice this is nonsense. If a dress rehearsal is ex-
tremely poor, the final presentation may he tetter by comi-
parison, but it is still unlikely to be good. A good dress
rehearsal is a far better guarantee of a finished firal pro-
duction.

CHAPTER XIII
THE PERFORlvTAKCE

CHAPTER XIII
THE PERFORIiANCE
V/hen an amatenr prod"uction is finally Derforired be-
fore an av-dience, the same professional atmosphere should
"be -oresent as was insisted upon at the dress rehearsal.
Actors should not "be permitted to mingle v/ith the arriving
patrons, and, ahove all, they should not peek throu^rh the
curtain to see how many people there are "out front," If
the dress rehearsal has "been properly handled, these matters
should present no protlem. when the first public perforFiance
is ^iven. Likev;ise, if the actors have teen made to pull
themselves out of any difficulties into which they were
plun^red durin^r the dress rehearsal, no such occasions should
arise thereafter.
It is always advisable to begin -nlays at the exact
mom.ent for which they have been scheduled. However, in the
event that the audience is still entering? the auditorium
^"'hen the play is ready to begin, a sli^fht delay is recom-
mended. Some miethod of liaison or si^rnaling should be
worked out between the business manager and the stage mana-
p"er to cover such a contingency. Nevertheless, the possi-
bility of the audience arriving late must not serve as an
excuse for any actor or other backstage functionary not
being T)repared exactly on time.
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It is best to hand out programs at the entrance or
entrances to the aiidit orium . An "usher placed at the head
of each aisle for this p-urpose, v;ith the additional f-onction
of directing people to the approximate area of their seats,
will avoid much, confusion. An additional -asher, \inenc"ain"bered
with -oro^rams, should work in the aisle assisting? those v/ho
have "been previously directed to him to find their seats.
It is well for any dramatic club to establish the -oractice
of not seating late-comers until during the first intermis-
sion. Once this habit becom.es knov/n, audiences v/ill make
it e point to arrive promptly. Some dramatic clubs utilize
the sale of flov/ers and candy before the shov; and betv/een
the acts as a method of increasing revenue. Although this
may be copied from the professional theatre, it is usually
m.ore trouble and bother than it Is worth. However, the dis-
tribution of nu-est ionnaires during intermission askinsr the
members of the audience to indicate their Dreferences for
future plays, may be of great value to any club, A typical
nuesti onnaire of this sort is shown in Figure 1?,
The custom of presenting flowers over the footlip^hts
to members of the cast should be avoided, Most frenuently
among amateurs such tokens are merely representative of the
personal esteem in which the individual is held by his
friends, and are seldom, any real tribute to an excellent
perf orm.ance. Let any such tokens be delivered to the dress-
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FIGURE 13
QUESTIONNAIRE
To Be Distrit-ated to J.^em'bers of the
Audience During Intermission
In rhat type of play are yoai most interested?
Check beloxv:
Kns ical
_Serio-us Drama
_Fol]c Drama
Traf^edy
Melodrama
Old Fashioned Buries q-ae
_Melodraffia
Kodern T'ystery
_Lip'ht Comedj'-
_Farce
_Recent Broadv'ay Success
_?ropaganda Play
_Classical Drama
^Shaw
Ibsen
^Shalcespeare
Greek
1 Jean Carter and Jess Garden, Everyman 's Drair.a
,
American Association for Ad-ult Education, Nev; York, 19?8.
•
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ing room of the person concerned, and let friends visit
there after the show to see their offerin,e:s on display.
One of the greatest difficulties "backstage in an air.a-
teur performance is the avoidance of uninvited visitors be-
tween the acts. It will be fotiiid ir.ost helpful to station
raeinbers of the clnlD at the stage door or any other entrances
to the stage area for the purpose of politely but firmly ex-
cluding such v/ell-mea,ning friends of the cast oT' committee
members . Arrangements can be made to conduct any seriously
interested individuals backstage after the show is over.
If plans have been carefully enough m.ade, and if all
members of the cast and production committees adhere to the
instructions v^hich have been given them., the actual perfor-
mance should proceed without a hitch, and indeed be almost
an anticlimax to the preceding v/eeks of activity.

CHAPTER XIV
THE MOPPIKG UP

CHAPTER XIV
THE MOPPING UP
When the play has finally "been ^iven, the vvork Is ty
no means over. Every dramatic cItiTd must keep in mind the
fact that any public perform.ance is rerely an incident in
the career of the organization. Care must "be taken to pre-
serve and store everything which the club owns for future
performances. Equal care must "be given to the return of any
item, which has been borrowed, and to the repair or reolace-
ment of anything v/hich has been damaged or lost.
The business m.anager, of course, must m.ake his finan-
cial reckoning, and should give a full account, not only to
the organization, but to the public as well. The publicity
committee should make certain that it has acquired every
published item referring to the perform-ance just given, in-
cluding all reviev;s of the play. These should be preserved
in the club scrapbook as a guide for future endeavors.
Above all else, an early meeting of club members
should be held following every performance for the purpose
of an informial discussion of the play just given. At this
time, not only the club mem.bers' own opinions and construc-
tive criticisms should be voiced, but any com.m.ents known to
them which have beennade by outsiders, should be carefully
considered. If these ste"os are follov.ed every tim.e a play
i
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has been given, a clut should "become better and better, and
make for itself a definite and worthwhile place in the life
of the community of which it is a part.

CHAPTER XV
COITCLUSION

CHAPTER XV
CONCLUSION
Although this "book has been v/ritten primarily for
the amateur group which has not had the benefit of very
wide experience, it is hoped that it contains a sufficient
number of novel ideas so that anyone interested in amateur
dramatics v/ill have gained som.ething from the reading of
it. As an organization grows and becomes more ambitious
in its endeavors, there are many publications v/hich can
serve as guides to an enlarged and extensive program.. V/hen
a club can maXe seasonal plans, it is a wise m.ove to issue
a prospectus at the beginning of the season for general
distribu.tion. A sample of such a prospectus is shown in
Figure 14.
A little publication entitled The Strav: Hat Theatre
Presents
,
written by Alice Orman, is an excellent work for
any group v/hich plans an extensive increase in its activi-
ties. Although this book is written from the point of viev/
of the small summier stock company, much of it is equally
applicable to am.ateur clubs serving a com.munity during the
winter season. Unfortunately, it is not easily available
inasmuch as it was handset and printed by the author, but
copies can be found in many large libraries,
y/hen any dramatic organization gets to the point

FIGURE 14
Typical Seasonal Prospectus
> t
.
I
THE COLLEGE PLAYERS
BRUNSWICK, MAINE
Season of 1933
Ralph de S. Childs, Director
Stephen F. Leo, Manager
(MEMBERS OF THE ACTING COMPANY
Margot Russell
Margaret Hines
Dorothy Church
Gertrude Libby
Mildred Thalheimer
Emily Holmes
Frances Larrabee
Paul Killiam, Jr.
Philip Parker
Edwin G. Walker
VVillard Travis
Wyman Holmes
Philip Wilder
W. Hunter Perry, Jr., Production Manager
Albert P. Madeira, Stage Manager
George Bartter, Ass't. Business Manager
Telephone, Brunswick 497-M. Mail, Brunswick, Maine
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FIGURE 14
Typical Seasonal Prospectus
Weekly plans of the company will be announced by
posters, and through the news papers.
PERFORMANCES
Mondays, Brunswick
Tuesdays, Boothbay Harbor
Fridays, Portland
Other days during the week the company presents
|
plays at various shore towns from Kennebunk to North-
1
port. The plays run for one week, and are than changed, j
each play having its initial performance at Brunswick in
in Memorial Hall on the Bowdoin Campus. Portland per-
formances are given at the Playhouse, and in Boothbay
Harbor, the Opera House is used.
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where it is able to make plans for a theatre of its own,
a copy of Prose eniTim and SiiS^ht Lines
,
by Richa,rd SoTithern,
should prove to be an invaluable asset. As described on
the title pa^e, this publication is "A complete system of
scenery planninjC? and a guide to the layout of stages for
scene desl^ers, sta^e managers, theatre architects and
engineers, theatrical historians and research v^orkers,
and those concerned with the planning of stages for srrall
halls." I need say no more, other than that it definitely
fulfills its promise.
s
ABSTRACT

ABSTRACT
The book has been v^ritten for the purpose of offering
the enthusiastic amateur dramatist, in one short easily-
readable volum.e, a quick narration of the essential details
of or^anizinf!; an am.ateur dramatic club which Vv'ill satisfy
the latent desires of its mem.bers, and which v/ill be of
service to the com.munity to which it belongs. I have
called this "A Complete G-uide for Non-Professional Dram.atic
Organisations", but in so doing I have not meant to imply
that I have treated completely all aspects of amateur
theatrical production. A solution for each problem pre-
sented has been suggested, and I trust that sufficient
sources for more complete information have been given so
that any reader v/ho desires extensive acquaintance v;ith any
particular activity of the amateur theatre v.-ill, at least,
find directions as to the sources of such information.
Wherever pertinent, I have related anecdotes culled
from my tv/enty years of experience with am.ateur dramatic
groups. For every difficulty likely to be encountered, I
have offered a solution, and I have definitely attempted
to avoid giving several alternative ansv/ers to questions,
which might only serve to confuse the reader. The illus-
trations offered have been carefully selected to o-ive added
emphasis to certain pertinent points described in the book,
vrith a consequent economy cf verbiage.
I
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In the opening chapters, I have stated ir.y reasons for
atterrptin*^ this work, and have riven a "oartial account of
the back^Jrro'and which has made it possible. I have then be-
^nin v/ith sufr^rest ions concernin:Or the actual or^ranizat ion of
an amateur dram^atic association. I have sii^Tf^es ted the form
for a constitution, a limited num-ber of officers, and a
plan for be^p^inning activity with informal readin^rs presented
eirclusively for the club iremibership,
Next, I have r^ade su^^^estions concernin^^ the form.a-
tion of a readiniP; coirmittee for the selection of a play for
public presentation. The tastes and sensibilities of the
local audience, the difficulties of actinfr and sta^in^r,
su^prestions as to types of plays and, even more specifically,
titles of certain sure-fire hits, have all been included.
Chapters V through XI deal with the particular re-
sponsibilities of the departm.ent heads or committee chair-
men necessary for the assurance of a professional-looking
perf orm.ance . The duties of the producer, the director, the
scene desi^rner, the electrician, the iirouerty m.anafer, the
sta-E^e m^anager and minor backstage functionaries, and the
business manager and his assistants are related successively.
The greatest novelty in these chapters is the inclu-
sion of a producer, v/hich office is usually omiitted in most
amateur play staffs. This individual should be "ell versed
in all aspects of the theatre, and should not only relieve
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the director of many of the responsibilities which are
iis-ually heaped •apon him, hv.t should act as a coordinator of
all activities, and as a liaison officer betv/een the play
prod-Qction staff and the club itself.
The next two chapters are concerned with the actual
perf orp.ance . Particular insistence is fr,iYen to the desir-
ability of conducting the dress rehearsal in precisely the
same manner as if a payin^^ audience were rresent. There is
no better insurance for a professional-looking final offer-
ing? than the strict adherence to this su^^restion. All
problems of lifhtin^-, scene desi^>:n, timinp-, and action
should be worked out before the final rehearsal. In the
event than any new ideas occur to any of the observers dur-
ing!- ti is rehearsal, they shou.ld be noted and, if practical,
put into effect before the play is finally performed, but
the dress rehearsal should never be interrupted in order to
make immediate chanp^es.
Fany apparently minor details have been included in
the chapter devoted to the public presentation of a t)lay.
SuflTgestions are made as to the conduct of everyone from, the
usher? to the most ins i,?nifleant sta,fre hand durinsr the
entire period from, the m:0ment v/hen the house is opened to
the public until after the last curtain call. Som.e of these
m.ay seem, to be petty and insijEqiifleant , but the hard and
serious work of a majority of amateur players is frequently
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marred "by failure to give advance consideration to these
seemingly minor points.
The work is concluded v;ith short chapters on the
necessity of keeping enthusiasm alive after a public produc-
tion has "been completed until such time as all scenery,
properties, lighting equipmient, and other items have been
properly dismantled and returned to their owners or stored
av/ay for future perf ormiances . A recr^rring thouf'ht which is
freauently mentioned throughout the "book is tha.t no expendi-
ture should he made nor any construction accomplished with-
out a thoufi-ht for adaptability to future performances. A
final word of emphasis is given on the necessity of looking
forward to the future of the organization by attempting
to gau,ee audience reaction, and a. few brief sup-frest ions are
made concerning an expansion of efforts once the organiza-
tion has firmly established itself as a part of the com-
munity.
r
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